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In Change Delight

F

W. Ann Reynolds

OR a title, I borrowed three words of Elizabethan English from the
English poet, Edmund Spenser, first, because I want to underscore
my sense that change is a force with which each era must contend, if not
engender, and, second, because I believe the change that educators of
teachers are facing is one in which we can delight. We, as much as Spenser
and his fellows Ben Jon son and William Shakespeare, are participating in
a renaissance-theirs of English literature, ours of teacher education and
the teaching profession.
I use the term renaissance in its purest sense-as describing rebirth.
Teacher education in our nation will be and is being reborn; the only
question is what its new shape will be. Those of us who delight in the
opportunity we now have to bring new vigor to teacher education will
help raise the quality of education for the children and youth of this nation.
This new renaissance in teacher education is being formed by population changes and by turnover in the profession. In California, the number
of young children is again increasing. This growth in the numbers of
school-age children will create a demand for teachers that will be
heightened by the retirement of large numbers of teachers over the next
ten years. Our State Superintendent estimates that California will need
100,000 new teachers by the early 1990s, mostly at the elementary level.
Of course, the population does not grow at the same rate among the
states, so the demography of the teaching force also varies from place to
place. But most of us are moving to a shortage rather than a surplus in the
supply of teachers.
Therefore, each institution with a teacher education program ought to
take steps quickly to assess the demand for teachers in the region it
serves. It almost doesn't matter how simple or how sophisticated the

This article is based on an address to the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education at the 1985 annual meeting in Denver, Colorado.
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assessment is, as long as it is done. State legislators are deeply concerned
about supply. They see themselves as voting for generous budgets for
higher education, in part to educate teachers, and they want to be assured
that institutions are both aware of and meeting the needs for more
teachers. For example, I asked the presidents of the 19 California State
University (CSU) campuses to take a simple survey of surrounding
school district needs and to assess student interest in teacher education
programs. I cannot argue for support for existing, much less increased,
resources for teacher education unless I am able to assure policy leaders
that we have assessed and are alert to the needs of the schools and that we
intend to let students know what the overall teacher demand is, what the
demand is in specific disciplines, and how the demand differs in the
various regions of California.
Two Issues of Concern
As we face teacher shortages, two issues must concern us. The first is
the problem generated by the shrinking of the potential pool of applicants for teaching careers. We are all aware that fewer entering students
opted to enter teaching during the 1970s than in prior years. The second
issue is assuring the quality of the teaching force.
Many who despair of attracting teachers from the presently
diminishing pool of students entering higher education suggest that we
look instead to what is called the "reserve pool," composed of those
persons who hold credentials but who are not in the teaching force. Our
experience some years ago with a similar call for help from the reserve
pool of educated but not practicing nurses urges caution about such an
approach. We learned then that persons who had left nursing totally were
not attracted back; only those who had maintained some contact through
part-time work returned on a full-time basis, and their numbers were not
great.
A further problem with reliance on the "reserve pool" to solve the
impending shortage is that many women sought teaching credentials at a
time when teaching was one of the few careers open to them; but now
that opportunities for women have expanded, many will remain in the
new fields they have chosen or, if re-entering the work force, will consider teaching simply as one of many options. We should recall, as well,
that some persons earned credentials who do not really want to teach or
who have never really succeeded at teaching. It would be a mistake to
encourage such persons to reenter the profession.
In addition to the "attract-the-already-credentialed" solution to the
teacher shortage is the "quick-fix-credential" solution. The assumption
here seems to be that if you give people something called a credential,
then they are teachers. In California, for years the state licensing agency
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has issued something called an "emergency credential." It is not really a
"credential," that is, written evidence of qualifications, but a statement
that, in place of a qualified person, another one is being allowed to work. I
join with fully educated, credentialed teachers who urge that such work
permits not be labeled "credentials" and that persons holding them not
be described as teachers.
On-Site Training

In a more earnest approach to a quickly obtained credential, some
states are trying to meet existing teacher shortages with school-site
teacher preparation programs, which require completion of a
baccalaureate degree and some form of internship at a school.
The program in California, created through legislation as the teachertrainee program, has not proved to be a vehicle for quickly inducting
large numbers of new persons into the teaching force . Only a few of the
more than 1000 public school districts in California have established
trainee programs. The largest, established by the Los Angeles Board of
Education, enrolled approximately 150 trainees in the first year of the
program. Many of these people already have left the program to return to
the university for more formal preparation than the apprentice model
provides. The message that these students send should be encouraging to
teacher educators. For legislators, it will be less so.
If alternative teacher education solutions turn out not to be so attractive, then even more pressure will be placed on universities to make
teacher education programs more alluring to traditional college-age and
early reentry students. My own analysis suggests that an honest emphasis
on recruiting young people to teaching may be the best course of all.
Becoming a highly skilled professional in the arts, in medicine, and in the
law usually requires early interest, early dedication, and the long and
varied experience that is acquired over the years. I believe it is the same in
teaching.
If, as I suspect, we must count on the traditional college-age student to
make up the future professional teacher force so desperately needed,
how can we recruit and retain the best of them to university-based
teacher education? This is the quality issue. In our selection and education of prospective teachers, we must win back the confidence of the
public, of taxpayers and voters, of students and parents, of legislators and
governors, indeed, of colleagues within the university.
Lack of Confidence

The erosion of confidence is evident in the growing trend toward
testing as the criterion or as one of the criteria for teacher credentialing.
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Testing was once the avenue by which many states made the decision
about who could teach. That was the case in the absence of regional universities which provided full access to education. Since then, we have
developed, usually at state expense, elaborate networks of college and
university education. Now to say, as these tests do, that university faculty
members cannot be trusted to assure that their graduates meet minimum
standards for basic skills raises serious questions about the integrity of
universities and their faculties .
Such doubts may lead to seriously lessened public support for higher
education. I would infinitely rather trust the judgment of my faculty colleagues, who have observed students in the classroom as to their ability to
teach, than the results obtained from any test. In addition, we are a multicultural nation. Teaching elementary school in Neodesha, Kansas, or high
school in Cleveland, Ohio, are two different cultural experiences. Our
faculties are astute enough to prepare future teachers for these varied climates; I have never seen an examination capable of that type of subtle but
important differentiation.
The trend toward testing and the lack of confidence that has given rise
to it demand that teacher educators pay attention to quality in the selection, education, and graduation of prospective teachers. Dedication to
high standards, developed and monitored internally by all of us, is the
chief means by which teacher education programs can win the public
trust that they so urgently need.
But in the minds of many, quality is incompatible with quantity. Many
fear that, if we raise standards for admission and have rigorous programs, the supply of teachers will slow to a trickle and the very legislators
calling for strong teacher education will open as many back doors to the
classroom as they can. I do not minimize the risks of insisting on quality in
university recruitment. But I believe the gains will outweigh whatever
losses we may incur, if we work to keep the public clearly and fully
informed of our goals. Let me suggest the steps we must take.
Raising Standards for Entrance

First, we must raise the standards for entrance to teacher preparation,
both as a means of attracting able students and as a means of improving
our programs. The current reputation of teacher education programs on
many campuses as the home of last resort for students does little to attract
the energetic and able. And it does little to win the respect of arts and
science faculty for teacher education programs. Standards for admission
must begin, but not end, with demonstration of success in academic
courses. In the CSU, our board will soon act on a proposal that all candidates for admission to teacher education on CSU campuses be from the
upper one-half of their class as measured by grade point average. Surely,
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a prospective teacher must be above average in possessing knowledge in
general and in depth.
But we all know that successful mastery of academic subjects alone
does not mean success as a teacher. I do not think the converse is true,
however. And any students who affirm their desire to teach children
should be challenged to answer, "teaching what to them?"
Second, we must consider not just motivation but aptitude to teach
those subjects mastered. Formal measures of such skills are primitive and
so, for the present, I urge a successful and early completion of supervised
experience in a classroom setting for each applicant. Faculty will have to
make difficult judgments about potential for success in the classroom.
But, in the absence of more sophisticated written evaluations, these
assessments are best made in observation of actual classroom
behavior.
Third, I urge a formal, structured interview in which students demonstrate their interests and abilities in order to justify their pursuing a
teacher preparation program. The interview should be thorough,
evaluating skills in communication and the ability to handle questions of
a wide-ranging nature.
Fourth, the academic department in the subject in which the student
wishes to become prepared to teach must evaluate, either through observation or in an oral examination, the student's command of the subject as
the foundation on which to build teaching skill. Such evaluation by the
department in which the student has concentrated should be taken
seriously by the department and the student. I view elementary education as a discrete area of concentration.
Let me make explicit this implied praise for the field of elementary
education and for those who have specialized in that area and quietly and
nobly imbued it with so much excellence over the years. Some two-thirds
of our nation's teachers are in this category, and the demand for new
teachers in this area will be continuing. Great strides, in my opinion, have
been made in the elementary school curricula for prospective teachers. In
and of itself, that area now stands proudly as a major or clear area of specialization. I think our academic colleagues too often tend to overlook the
sophistication gained in our elementary curricula in such areas as language skill development, bilingual education, teaching of reading, and
the psychosocial development of children.
Retention of Students

High standards may attract able students to teacher education, but students will be retained only through vigorous, challenging programs.
Furthermore, such careful scrutiny of teachers-in-preparation will have a
powerful mentoring and retentive effect on students. Students who are
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placed in close contact with faculty succeed along to college degrees.
Practicing teachers who characterize their teacher education programs as easy undermine our credibility. We will have succeeded when
our new teachers return to the classroom to thank professors for making
them work hard. These new teachers will have clearly seen the relationship between their success as teachers and the preparation they received
on the campus.
Other institutions of higher education should re-examine, as we are
doing in the CSU, the content of their teacher preparation programs.
Requiring lower-division prerequisites in the disciplines, which are the
basis on which the professional education curriculum is built, would
enable colleges and universities to focus on advanced knowledge and
application in teacher preparation courses. Faced with a rigorous curriculum, all who show promise at entrance will not succeed, despite our
best efforts. We must be willing to say that all who profess to want to teach
may not be qualified to do so; we will need to facilitate the entry of these
students into fields more appropriate for their talents.
Once again, many school districts will be actively recruiting teachers.
And their personnel people will be making judgments about which
campuses in which states to visit to hire the teachers who have the
greatest potential for success. Those campuses with strong, welldesigned selection measures and rigorous, ongoing evaluation procedures will see their efforts and their students rewarded with promising
job opportunities.
Minority Students

Some say that the program of rigorous selection and content that I have
described will all but eliminate minority students. We must be committed
to having minorities represented in the teaching profession in the same
proportion that they are represented in the population. This is a strong
challenge in California where 44 per cent of the K-12 students come from
ethnic minority backgrounds. In addition, we cannot be satisfied just with
recruiting minority teachers; we must recruit fully prepared minority
teachers.
Nationwide, minority students are under-represented in our colleges
and universities-and the situation is worsening. While working
campuswide to recruit more minority students into higher education, we
must also focus specifically on teachers. A project under way at one CSU
campus seeks to recruit to teaching careers minority students still in high
school. We intend to follow with necessary support systems for students
to enable them to qualify for admission to teacher education. There are
other similar projects around the nation; we need more of them and more
information about the critical ingredients in their success.
11

So far I have explored actions that teacher educators can themselves
take to improve the quality of their programs. But much of their success
will depend on the extent to which the education of teachers becomes the
responsibility of the entire college or university. Although teacher
educators can work actively to contribute to the development of such attitudes, governing boards, presidents, and chief academic administrators
must take the lead. They must use their positions not only to voice support for teacher education but also to provide the necessary resources for
it. Most important of all, they must call on faculty outside formal teacher
preparation programs to assume responsibility for teacher recruitment
and preparation.
Additionally, some faculty need to be reminded of the relationship
between better prepared teachers and better prepared students in their
classes. Often this relationship is overlooked, probably because of the
long time it takes for changes in teachers' preparation to have an impact
on incoming college students.
The undergraduate curriculum as a whole is overdue for careful
scrutiny, and there are signs that it is coming. And while a general hue
and cry for reform in liberal arts education may result in some improvements, perhaps an equal effect may come from the teacher preparation
program, which should-through the recommendation process-force
liberal arts departments to accept responsibility for students' breadth of
preparation in subjects to be taught in the schools and for their ability to
synthesize and seek information. The experience of delving deeply into a
discipline-understanding its methodology, history, and practice-will
give students the confidence required both to teach a subject with
enthusiasm and to expect students to learn it.
Math and Science Preparation
The poor preparation of many elementary teachers in mathematics and
science has created a cycle of ignorance. Often teachers do not like to
teach these subjects because, not really understanding them, these
teachers do not feel competent to teach them. What is worse, they have
low expectations for student learning. It is little wonder that interest in
math and science drops off early for most youngsters, and few seek these
courses in high school.
Liberal arts and sciences departments must not only become more
responsible for prospective teachers' command of the subjects, but also
for, at best, encouraging, at worst, not discouraging, students from
becoming teachers. Often such faculty members desire to see students
imitate their model and become a university professor or go on to law and
medicine. Often, too, faculty overall tend to hold in low esteem the teaching profession and their colleagues in teacher education. In the last 20
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years our nation's colleges and universities went astray on this more than
any other issue in teacher education. We had esteem for teaching as a
profession but we lost it. We must get it back.
There are positive changes occurring in the profession. The beginning
salary is increasing to $18,000 in most states. But too few faculty are aware
of increasing job opportunities in teaching. On-campus publicity is
needed to help emphasize the new incentives for choosing teaching as a
career.
More interchange between teacher education programs and other
schools or departments on campus would help erase the negative images
of teacher preparation programs. The admissions process is one avenue
to encourage departments to take a greater role in teacher preparation as
is supervision of student teachers, even if observation and critique from
the subject field department faculty are less intensive than that from
professional teacher education faculty. Faculty in fields related to professional education should be encouraged to teach courses in teacher
preparation as a means of observing the high standards that prevail in
instruction and as a means of drawing on special expertise. Collaborative
research between professional teacher educators and faculty in other
fields would bring colleagues together in ways that contribute to mutual
esteem. The existing openness of teacher education to internal and external review, such as accreditation by professional groups, is another
means to demonstrate that teacher preparation programs meet standards similar to those applied to other university programs.

Informing the Public
We must use every forum to make sure the efforts we are making to
improve teacher education are well documented and well known.
Schools of education are turning around. We have to make sure that the
public knows about it, because the word about the new spirit in teacher
education is not yet out. A few weeks ago in testimony before the House
Education and Labor Committee, a congressman asked me to respond to
his comment that schools of education had failed. That common attitude
and question give us an opening to explain how things really are and
should never elicit our apologies or defensiveness.
We must inform state leaders about our efforts to assure quantity and
quality and enlist their support. And we must look at others who would
diffuse the effects of the quality of education we try to provide prospective teachers. We must work at all levels to change policies of school
boards and school superintendents that discourage the best utilization of
our teacher education graduates. The best educated beginning teachers
cannot educate students adequately if they are assigned to teach classes
for which they were not prepared to teach. In 1981, 22 per cent of all new
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teachers were not certified or eligible for certification in the fields in
which they were assigned to teach.
If the public better understood school-site assignment practices, there
would be less criticism ofteacher preparation and more attention to support for beginning teachers. Certainly the public would see the folly of
assigning new teachers to school settings in which even experienced
teachers feel inadequate, as is often the case in urban school districts. And
legislators would see the cost benefit of funding an "induction year." For
the first year, beginning teachers would receive a somewhat reduced
teaching load that permitted them to work with mentor/ teacher/ university supervisor teams to assist the new teachers in relating formal principles to classroom practice.
Surely the data on attrition rates for new teachers-more than 50 per
cent nationwide, according to some studies-should convince us to nurture more carefully those who choose to become teachers and demonstrate the necessary qualifications.
Accountability

We also ought to call for evaluation of alternative models of teacher credentialing where they are used. One way of doing this is to compare their
effectiveness with the more traditional models. Another way is to study
the performance of noncredentialed personnel in the classroom. Such
alternative models are curiously free of accountability, while university
programs are subject to endless review and regulation.
As we move toward helping the public understand the complexity of
preparing successful teachers, we must convince them that, because we
are willing to face squarely the challenges of the responsibility and to
evaluate our programs openly and honestly, we can be trusted with the
task.
Only in these ways can teacher educators and the university grasp
again our responsibility for determining the most effective preparation
for teachers.
Demographic changes have given us the opportunity to create a new
generation of teachers. Let us delight in this change and make history in
the strides we take over the next few years in improving the quality of
preparation and in increasing the quantity of persons who engage in
teaching. I believe that not only is teaching a profession, it is paramount
above the others in being a "calling" as well.
I grew up in a home where the names of leaders in teacher education
were household words. Among the leaders during my childhood were
Dean Wesley E. "Walleye" Peik of Minnesota, Charles Hunt of Oneonta
State Teachers College, Evan Collins of Albany State, Walter Anderson of
New York University, John Emens of Ball State (who gave me my first
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academic job), Lawrence Walkup of Northern Arizona, and Edward
Pomeroy, former director of AACTE. That the names that I remember as
educational leaders of yesteryear were nearly all men is indicative of
those times that are now changing. For example, the CSU Commission on
Teacher Education was multi-ethnic and included women, and its report
reflected multi-cultural sensitivity.
"Laws of Teacher Education"

For years when the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education met in Chicago, I went with my family. I once calculated that
because of that long-time attendance, I may have visited the Conrad
Hilton Hotel more times than ZsaZsa Gabor, even though her husband
owned the place. And out of those years of childhood involvement in
education and from further years as a professor, mother of school
children, and college and university administrator, I have developed four
"laws of teacher education." I call them "laws" because, I believe, they will
remain constant in our society, even though we are in the midst of a
period of great change that perforce affects our schools and teacher
education.
First: The American people have always had and always will have a
deep and abiding love for the public schools.
Second: All citizens of our country, regardless of status, revere and
remember good teachers. We remember teachers-not systems or facilities. Only rarely do we remember administrators.
Third: Since our democracy was formed, our schools have been on trial
both at home and around the world. That this has been and continues to
be true is a good sign that we are a free society.
Fourth and finally: A college or university that has an environment
invidious to teacher education or to the public schools will not be able to
produce good teachers. For good teachers emerge only from teacher
education programs in a university or college-wide academic climate that
is supportive and redemptive about the role of the teacher in our society.
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Pitfalls of ''Forced
Non- Bilingualisrrt''

P

Josephine A. Schmidt

ERHAPS the book that has taught me the most about loss of lan-

guage among Hispanic-Americans is Richard Rodriguez's
autobiography, Hunger of Memory : The Education of Richard Rodriguez. 1 It is a
highly controversial book for its negative stance on bilingual education.
Many Chicano activists view him as a traitor of sorts. I, too, disagree with
his opposition to bilingual education. But I empathize with the rejection
he experienced as a Spanish-speaker in an Anglo environment, and his
book has had a profound effect on what I will now address as the pitfalls
of my own "forced non-bilingualism" 2 in Spanish.
As Rodriguez states, " . .. the act of revelation helps the writer to
better understand his own feelings." He adds, "There are things so deeply
personal that they can be revealed only to strangers." 3 In the same vein, I
address my own experiences as a person of half-Puerto Rican, half-Anglo
descent, whose opportunity to be bilingual in Spanish and English was
severely hampered by "forced non-bilingualism," which occurred in a
predominantly Anglo environment that actively suppressed my
bilingualism. I will explain the effect this had on me throughout my
schooling and subsequent training as a Ph.D. in French language and
literature. But first, I will discuss my family background and how language became a central issue in my life.
My introduction to bilingualism was made possible because my
mother, a native-born Puerto Rican, married an American officer during
World War II. She was born in 1917, the same year the Jones Act took
effect in Puerto Rico, which had become a U.S. possession on December
10, 1898 after the Spanish-American War. The Jones Act declared that all
Puerto Ricans were, as of 1917, citizens of the United States.
My mother grew up under American governorships of the island. She
experienced "forced bilingualism."4 As a result, during her schooling in a
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public high school in San Juan, English was introduced into all of her
classes except Spanish literature. This practice led to her becoming
bilingual. Eleanor Meyer Rogg's description of the Puerto Rican condition is particularly apt for my mother," .. . Puerto Ricans found themselves involuntary residents of the United States, as did MexicanAmericans." Rogg is also accurate when she comments more generally
about Hispanics in America:

The way that many Americans of Spanish-speaking origin
have been introduced to American society has been so different from the experiences of European immigrants that we
cannot use the European immigration model to understand
the Hispanic American role in American history.5

My mother's bilingualism was a necessity. Many of her high school
teachers were Americans who sought teaching jobs in San Juan. By the
time my mother entered secretarial school, she was on her way to being
bilingual in Spanish and English. Her first job was in civil service for the
Puerto Rican Reconstruction Movement, a program introduced by
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Later she worked for the army base at Fort
Buchanan in San Juan, where, eventually, she became an executive secretary. It was there that she met my father. As much as she could be, in the
San Juan of World War II, my mother was Americanized before she ever
stepped foot on the U.S. mainland. Before the war ended, my parents
were married in San Juan. Shortly after, my father was transferred to an
Army base in Virginia. He left the island without his wife. Six months
later he sent her a boat ticket for travel to Florida. She had her work
papers transferred to Virginia and embarked on her first trip to the U.S.
My mother's first impression of the United States was not a positive
one. She entered a bus in Miami and sat in the back but was immediately
told to move to the front because only "coloreds" sat in the back. She had
never really witnessed racism so overtly in Puerto Rico, where interracial marriages were fairly common and a virtual spectrum of skin colors
existed. Also, in Puerto Rico, there was no formal government program to
separate races, such as Spanish from Indian or Indian from Black.
Once Mother joined my father in Virginia, she was introduced to a slice
of American life for which she was unprepared. Although bilingual in
Spanish and English, she had never made an effort to rid herself of her
Spanish accent in English that Spanish-speaking kept fresh in her life.
Throughout her marriage she was able to return to Puerto Rico almost
every year because it was only three hours away by plane from her home
in New York City. As Rogg notes:
17

. . . the proximity of the Island and the ease of return seem
to prompt the Puerto Ricans to find in the Island the sense of
strength, support and identity which former immigrants
found in the clusters of their own kind in the immigrant communities of American cities. There is a great deal of truth in the
comment that this is not a Puerto Rican migration, but a
process of Puerto Rican commuting.6
My mother remains one of those Puerto Rican commuters. She returns
almost yearly to her homeland and, as a result, has little incentive to lose
her Spanish accent. In fact, she likes it. However, as she has moved
through American society in her 41 years in this country, she has always
been aware of some people's demeaning comments about her accent.
Thus she has suffered from being part of a group of people lumped
together as Hispanics, whom the rest of American society often regard
with some contempt.
For me, "forced non-bilingualism" came about at home and in public
during early schooling. Before I was born, my mother invited her
divorced sister and this sister's five-year-old to leave Puerto Rico and live
in New York City with my father, my oldest sister, and her. My mother
was lonely and felt isolated from her Spanish-speaking family. Although
my father had studied five foreign languages-Latin, Greek, French,
German, and Spanish-he did not converse with anyone in Spanish. He
spoke English to everyone. My mother, on the other hand, usually spoke
Spanish to him, as well as to her sister, her niece, and my sister.
My sister, who was then nearly two, had barely uttered a word in either
English or Spanish. So my worried parents took her to a doctor, who
advised them to speak to her in English only, until her English was strong,
and then to reintroduce Spanish. Although at that time, in 1949, little
information was available on children in bilingual homes, today that
doctor's advice conforms perfectly with Fran<;ois Grosjean's suggestion
that for such children one should," . .. let one language dominate until
a certain age ." 7 However, my parents never formally reintroduced my
sister to Spanish.
When I was three, I attended a nursery school in San Juan for eight
months. When I returned to the U.S., I could notspeakEnglishatall.After
one incident when I got lost in our apartment building, Mother panicked
because I could not speak English. My father's reaction was to insist that
from that time I be encouraged to speak English only.
Because my father was ultra-sensitive to prejudice against Hispanics,
especially in regard to Puerto Ricans, in the New York City of the late
Forties and Fifties, he decided to have his children speak English,
primarily to protect us. As a result, my father spoke English to us. My
mother would speak Spanish and English; however, we were
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encouraged to answer in English only.
When I began the first grade in a primarily Anglo parochial school, I
was made aware that I was different from the others because my mother
had an accent and was Puerto Rican. That I did not have a Spanish
surname made no difference to my Anglo schoolmates. The first day at
primary school and the continued ridicule I experienced from my peers
led to years when I was deeply ashamed of my mother. Thus began my
alienation from Spanish. Although our situations are not identical-for
example, I was not underprivileged and I did not have a Spanish
surname-! identified with Rodriguez when he described his own
alienation from Spanish, his shyness and mumbling when speaking
English for the first time as a public language in school, and the beginnings of his poor self-image and low self-esteem.
I began to feel humiliated when my mother spoke Spanish to me in
public. I would ask her to stop because I did not want to be different from
the other children in my school. Some children had already begun calling
me a "Spic." I internalized this negative judgment, and my self-esteem
began to diminish. As a result, I felt the increasing need to hide my ability
to understand Spanish and to hide my Spanish roots. I became what
Grosjean has called,". .. a covert bilingual concealing his or her knowledge of the minority language." I also began to have a progressively more
difficult relationship with my mother. Soon I hated the fact that she was
Hispanic. Grosjean also comments on the situation of the child who has a
parent who speaks a minority language:
In addition, the parent speaking the minority language may
be in a difficult position when conversing with the child
outside the home, especially if that language is looked down
upon by the majority group. Such a situation may occur when
the child is with playmates and does not wish to be singled
out; in these cases, the parent often switches over to the
majority language in order not to embarrass the child.
But my mother never felt the need to switch back to English when
speaking to me. She was most comfortable speaking Spanish to me and
wanted me, despite the "forced non-bilingualism" of our environment, to
be able to understand her language, the private, intimate Spanish of the
home that Rodriguez speaks about, the language that gave my mother
comfort, despite the heavy rejection she experienced among Anglos. In a
different way from me, as Richard Rodriguez's English grew stronger, he
became less concerned with his parents' thick Spanish accents:
Only when I was with them in public would I grow alert to
their accents. Though, even then, their sound caused me less
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and less concern. For I was increasingly confident of my own
public identity. M
By contrast, I became, despite the fact that I spoke English, more and
more alienated from becoming bilingual in Spanish and English. I would
not speak Spanish to my mother.
Curiously, I had another major upset about language in the primary
grades. There were several fifth grade classes in my school. A foreign language was going to be introduced, as an experiment, into one of them. I
remember vividly the deep disappointment of the day when my fifth
grade teacher said that our class had not been selected for the experiment. From then on, that feeling of being deprived stuck with me as did
the name of the language we did not get to study: French. This language
began at once to seem more appealing to me; it was different and exotic,
and, most of all perhaps, I had not heard anyone malign it in any way.
As Grosjean stresses, " . . . the learner's attitude toward the other
linguistic group and his or her willingness to identify with that group" 9
are two important factors to consider in a person's willingness to learn a
language. He also states that, " . . . the psychosocial factors that surround language acquisition are of primary importance in determining
the extent of the child's bilingualism." Although I had no problem
identifying with my mother before I started school, it was after my
identity became public in school that I began to feel that the inhibitions
and even fear concerning my Hispanic identity had been forced on me.
But the problem of being positive about speaking Spanish publicly or
even privately with my mother had begun earlier because my father did
not want his children to speak anything but English at home.
Thus knowing Spanish was never presented to me in an advantageous
light. If I spoke Spanish with my mother, I would further identify myself
with a minority group that was the cause for much ridicule from our
largely Anglo environment. Such psychosocial factors created a mental
block toward speaking Spanish. I also found it hard to concentrate in
school and developed a difficulty in reading comprehension that stayed
with me throughout high school.
By the time I began high school, I experienced several levels of cultural shock. I was accepted to a private high school for girls, where all students had to learn French because the nuns who ran this school were a
teaching order founded in France. Therefore, French was promoted over
all other languages. Although we had some foreign students in the
school, there were no other Hispanics. Puerto Ricans were definitely not
socially acceptable there. However, I was finally in an environment that
promoted a foreign language. French, furthermore, struck me as very different from Spanish. I made rapid progress in French, partly because of
an ability to pick up the sounds and repeat them with a good accent. My
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motivation to learn French was high, while my motivation to learn
Spanish continued to diminish. Although some Spanish was offered in
the high school, I never ventured into such a class. Instead, I chose four
years of Latin, four years of English, and four years ofF rench and decided
that French would be my major in college. My appreciation of Spanish
was still nonexistent. It seemed to be associated with anti-Hispanic sentiments, particularly in New York City. I continued to suffer from low selfesteem about my Hispanic heritage; and problems with English lingered,
despite my overall academic success in a private school.
While somewhat mitigated, as will be discussed, the effects on me of
"forced non-bilingualism" continued throughout college and for about
half of my graduate school years. Whenever I visited my Spanishspeaking relatives in Puerto Rico, I felt and acted like a tongue-tied fool
who could not speak Spanish. My relatives would talk to me in Spanish,
and, even though I understood everything they said, I would answer
them in English. I felt almost paralyzed when I tried to speak Spanish.
Rodriguez has well expressed the pain of the type of mental block that I
experienced:
I grew up victim to a disabling confusion. As I grew fluent in
English, I no longer could speak Spanish with confidence. I
continued to understand spoken Spanish. And in high school,
I learned how to read and write Spanish. But for many years I
could not pronounce it. A powerful guilt blocked my spoken
words; an essential glue was missing whenever I'd try to connect words to form sentences. I would be unable to break a
barrier of sound, to speak freely. I would speak, or try to speak
Spanish, and I would manage to utter halting, hiccuping
sounds that betrayed my unease. 10
I, too, felt a guilt that paralyzed me in a way like that which Rodriguez

describes :
I was cursed with guilt. Each time I'd hear myself addressed
in Spanish, I would be unable to respond with any success. I'd
know the words I wanted to say, but I couldn't manage to say
them. I would try to speak, but everything I said seemed to me
horribly Anglicized. My mouth would not form the words
right. My jaw would tremble. After a phrase or two, I'd cough
up a warm, silvery sound. And stop.
Only those who have experienced "forced non-bilingualism," or loss of
language, can fully appreciate Rodriguez's words.
Not until I reached college did I gradually begin to refamiliarize myself
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with Spanish by taking courses. In college, my increased ability in French
changed my impression of Spanish. Each time I took a Spanish course I
got an "A." Spanish became a pleasurable course of study, one that I
enjoyed because it came easily to me. French, a "neutral language" 11
served me as a "substitute language," 12-that is, a language that serves as
a surrogate for Spanish, without devaluing itself as an important code in
its own right. French functioned so that I was able to regain the possibility of bilingualism in my life and to have pride in my language
acquisition and learning ability. My renewed interest in Spanish came
while I was a student and persists now that I am a teacher of Spanish, as
well as French.
Long study of French through the doctoral level has helped increase
my knowledge of a foreign culture other than my own. Although French
holds a great deal of prestige in the world, it was simply a neutral language for me. I have also found, through inference, that students of
Hispanic origin often sign up for my French courses in order to divorce
themselves, in a sense, from their home language, which is belittled and
scorned by the dominant Anglo group. They want to learn another
Romance language that is exotic because of its far removal from their
environment. By learning French or any other neutral language, they can
perhaps find the road to self-healing and self-love.
As a person who did not have access to bilingual education, I am keenly
aware of the benefits of transitional and, most importantly, of
maintenance bilingual education programs, particularly in such a largely
Anglophone and geographically isolated country as the United States.
For example, I believe that Spanish-English bilingualism serves as a
reminder that a multi-lingual world is beyond our borders. I also believe
that if I had been able to enter a bilingual education program, I would
have been spared years of suffering from low self-esteem that being in an
unpopular and even hated minority group instilled. I could have felt
pride in my language abilities.
Love of the French language and literature has removed the former
reluctance to speak Spanish; and, although I am more fluent in French
than in Spanish, I now consider myself fluent in both.
But most importantly, I have a much better relationship with my
mother, partly because I speak Spanish to her three-fourths of the time. I
can now see the strength of programs that present bilingualism in a positive light. The maintenance bilingual education programs, for example,
can spare many Hispanic children from the experience of "forced nonbilingualism."
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Notes

Richard Rodriguez, Hunger of Memory: The Education of Richard
Rodriguez (New York: Bantam Books, 1982).
2 I coined this term to suggest the extent to which bilingualism was
suppressed in my environment.
3 Rodriguez, p. 187 and 185.
4 I coined this term to indicate the extent to which bilingualism was
forced on many native-born Puerto Ricans born from 1917 on.
5 Eleanor Meyer Rogg, "The Special Assimilation Problems of Americans of Spanish Speaking Origin," in Bilingual Education, ed. Hernan
LaFontaine, Barry Persky, and Leonard H. Golubchick (Wayne, New
Jersey: Avery Publishing Group, Inc., 1978), p. 76 and 77.
6 Rogg is quoting Joseph P. Fitzpatrick's Puerto Rican Americans (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971).
7 Fran<;ois Grosjean, Life With Two Languages: An Introduction to
Bilingualism (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1982), p. 174. The next two citations are from Grosjean, p . 172 and
p.175.
H Rodriguez, p. 25.
9 This quotation and the next are from Grosjean, p . 193.
10 This and the next quotation are from Rodriguez, p. 28.
11 This term was coined by me to identify a language that has a positive
connotation and is not associated with prejudice in the mind of the
learner.
12 I coined this term to identify a language that serves as a surrogate for
a less well thought of minority language such as Spanish was for me.
1
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Midget Lands

E

Raymond P. Wallace

XCITING romances of an adventurous Englishman or American

abroad in an unknown tiny kingdom have given readers fascinating hours turning the pages of novels wherein the hero falls in love with a
princess and succeeds in saving the throne from a wicked uncle or other
potential usurper and restoring it to the rightful sovereign. The best
known of the works in what I call the genre of Cardboard Kingdoms are
The Prisoner of Zenda 1 and Graustark.2 Both are still in print, having sold
millions of copies during the near century that they have been in print.
But there are hundreds of subsequent novels on similar themes. 3
What most readers of such romances do not realize, however, is that
there are in fact a number of actual, currently existing Midget Lands very
much of the Cardboard Kingdom type, independent sovereignties in
their own right. For example, one, Andorra, is a principality under the
dual sovereignty of two unrelated co-princes, neither of whom has ever
set foot in his dominion, hidden away in a mountainous region between
two powerful countries where some travel agents will tell you no other
country exists. Another is Mustang, a kingdom high in the Himalayas; it
remained undiscovered until 1964. A third is San Marino, the oldest
republic in existence, whose people speak a language unknown elsewhere. It is on top of a mountain which is completely surrounded by a
foreign land. Still another is the smallest country in the world, Smom,
which is enclosed by the capital city of another nation.
Altogether there are more than two dozen such Midget Lands. The
general public has never heard about most of them. Some of these lands
maintain the magic and quaintness of the Kingdoms of Graustark and
Ruritania, as I discovered during my visits there. Because all of them are
smaller than Rhode Island, which at 1049 square miles is our littlest state,
it was not hard to traverse their borders-once the location could be
found .
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Monaco

Monaco, although one of the smallest, is certainly not one of the
obscure countries; more likely, it is one of the best known if not most
visited countries in the world. Situated on the Mediterranean coast and
surrounded on three sides by France, authorities variously give its area as
340, 400, 414, and 600 acres. The discrepancy is probably because
Monaco is growing by the official program of pushing some of the high
ground into the sea.
A legend has it that Monaco was founded in 1600 B.C. by Hercules,
who gave it the Greek name of Monoikos. If Hercules had any descendants they somehow lost title; for it has belonged to the Princes Grimaldi,
off and on with interruptions for war, since A.D. 972, and Prince Rainier
III and Princess Grace provided for further succession.
Except for a few villas with surrounding grounds, Monaco is almost
solidly built up. Hence there is no room for industry or agriculture; the
Monegasques live wholly on their visitors.
Finding Andorra

For my first trip to Andorra, I went to a travel bureau and asked the selfconfident young man behind the desk whether he could get me there.
"Sure," he replied airily, "get you anywhere in the world. UhAndorra-what country is that in?"
I told him it was not in a country but was a country itself, between
France and Spain. He smiled in a patronizing way and said, "There's no
country between France and Spain; they have a common border. Look at
the map," waving at a map of Europe behind the desk. I counseled him to
look at the map himself and trace the border westward from its eastern
end at the Mediterranean. He brushed his finger hastily across and said,
"See?"He had to be told to do it again, more slowly and carefully; and this
time he found it, a spot with an unmistakable international borderline
around it, so small that the name had to be printed outside.
His manner changed, and he settled down with his books and manuals.
He tried the airline routes, the bus schedules, the train schedules, the
hotel books, growing more and more nonplused and embarrassed.
Finally he said gloomily that he could get me to Barcelona, the nearest
large city, and after that I would be on my own. I took the offer and bought
a ticket.
I spent an afternoon in Barcelona canvassing bookstores and stationers, hunting a map. Eventually I came across a store where the young
lady in charge said sadly, "Es pequena, Andorra." I assured her that it was
not so small as to defy the cartographer's art, and after fumbling through a
basket of maps she found one.
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Small size has an unexpected bonus for map users. Andorra could be
pictured on a postage stamp, but in order to be a map of saleable size it has
to be on a large scale and with a great deal of detail shown. My map
depicted not only the roads and towns with their streets but also a few
churches and ruined towers, forest pools, abandoned mines, the location
of Radio Andorra, country inns, and footpaths through the woods and the
minor passes of the Pyrenees.
After studying the map, I consulted the hotel porter on how to get
there. He agreed to hire a car and driver (not telling me that a bus makes a
daily round trip from Barcelona to Andorra, because he would get no
commission on that). We closed the deal, and I told him to have the car
there at eight in the morning, tiempo Americana, which must be said or one
is likely to get Spanish time, by which eight o'clock might not arrive until
noon.
Llivia

On the way I directed the driver to seek out and stop at another international oddity. If one traces the border meticulously, ten or 12 miles east of
Andorra will be found an even tinier spot, an enclave surrounded by an
international borderline and several miles inside France. This is the
village of Llivia, which really constitutes a Spanish enclave surrounded
by France and came about by error.4 In the mid-17th century a treaty
ending border strife was signed by France and Spain. By its terms a
number of villages designated in the treaty were ceded by Spain to
France, but by some clerical blunder Llivia was overlooked and its name
did not appear in the treaty. Hence, it has remained under Spanish
sovereignty.
From the border, a road three or four miles long leads to Llivia.
Although the road also belongs to Spain, at the Spanish end there is a hut
with a border control guard who examines papers, lest a traveler leave the
road and escape into France. True, there are the usual striped poles of
international borders down across the lanes which intersect the road, but
to be in France one has only to lift the pole, duck under it, or walk around
the end of it.
Llivia has a few hundred inhabitants but looks smaller to American
eyes, owing to the Spanish custom of building the houses huddled
against each other without grounds. Spanish cities and towns rise
suddenly and starkly from the surrounding plain. The town has nothing
of interest to the tourist, although the inhabitants do a bit of smuggling on
the side. It is an agricultural area with fields surrounding the cluster of
buildings. There was no one visible on the two or three streets;
presumably the dwellers were out husbanding or smuggling, and after a
brief tour I turned back.
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When I arrived back at the border there was a new man in charge. As he
inspected the car's papers, an altercation with the driver arose. It seemed
that at some previous time, when the car had been out of Spain, the reentry stamp had been neglected on return. The guard contended that it
was therefore no longer a Spanish car and an import tax would have to be
paid.
There ensued one of those furious Spanish arguments, with both parties waving their arms and yelling and beating their fists on the fenders.
My driver had a good command of argot, but so had the guard, and it
seemed an impasse until the driver had an inspiration. He pointed at me
and shouted, "Americana diplomatico!" He implied that there would be
serious consequences if I did not reach Andorra that afternoon. I sat in the
car holding my American passport and looking as grave and diplomatic
as possible. The guard flung the papers into the car-still without
stamping them-and shouted, "Vaya! Vaya!" Away we went.
Arriving in Andorra

Andorra has either 175, 180, or 190 square miles, depending on what
reference is picked, although one would suppose that so small a nation
could be measured to the last foot; there are ranches larger than that in
the United States. The oldest maps show it to have exactly the same outline as today, and in any case neither France nor Spain would cede a foot
of ground. The population today is estimated at about 25,000; Andorra
does not take censuses. Only six or seven thousand are native Andorrans,
the remainder being mostly Spanish and French.
There were no formalities at the border. Spain does not care who
enters it, and neither does Andorra. There are only seven places which
can properly be called towns. Several others designated on the map have
in fact no more than three or four houses. A mile inside the border is Sant
Julia de Llor, but we did not stop, preferring to go another couple of miles
to Andorra la Vella (Andorra the Old), the capital.
The official language is Catalan, although many people understand
Spanish or French. Catalan is allied to Spanish, French, and Portuguese,
and Andorra is the only place in the world where it is the official
language.
Andorra's governmental organization is peculiar and a little equivocal.
It calls itself a principality, and its license plates say "PRINCIPAT
ANDORRA." It does in fact have two co-princes who are so designated in
official documents and in books of reference, the Bishop ofUrgel in Spain
and the President of France, who are the nominal heads of state; note that
the president personally is designated, not the French government. The
princely title cannot be hereditary, since it devolves on whoever holds the
respective offices at any given time. On the other hand, their precise
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authority seems never to have been defined; and the Andorrans have
elective First and Second Syndics, who correspond roughly to president
and vice president, and an elective council of 24 members who in effect
comprise a parliament. It issues its own stamps and passports, which are
signed by the First Syndic. The elected officials perform the actual
management of the country, and they contrive to keep either of the two
co-princes from becoming too officious. The governmental chore is not
too onerous, since there are no taxes and few laws.
The Principality of Andorra is said to have been established in
perpetual freedom by Charlemagne in 784. He gave it to his son. It
descended thence to the grandson, who gave it to the Bishop of UrgeLit
changed hands again and by 1203 was held by the Count of Foix. Then
the Bishop wanted it back, and dispute continued until 1278, when the
incumbent Count and Bishop agreed on co-sovereignty.5 Eventually the
Counts of Foix became kings of France; and, when the monarchy terminated, the title to Andorra devolved upon the head of state in France. The
Bishopric of Urgel underwent no revolution, not even to an archbishopric, so the incumbents of the office have continued to be princes
over the centuries.
Andorra is a rugged little country, in the heart of the Pyrenees. Its
official name isLes Vals d'Andorra, and it is composed of three valleys
that merge at the town of Encamp, so close to Andorra la Vella that the two
towns are distinguishable only by the short bridge across the Gran Valira,
which runs between them. The rivers of Andorra are so small that they
would be thought of as creeks in this country, but owing to the steepness
of the slopes there is a considerable volume of water flowing and a sizable
hydroelectric plant on the Gran Valira Falls.
I had procured a Catalan dictionary and grammar in Barcelona and
acquired a smattering of the language so that I could get around. The
people are generally unacquainted with Americans, and I was usually
taken for an Englishman or a German. In one hamlet where I dropped
into the roadside inn, the word got around, and I heard shouts of "Americana viene!" in the lanes. They lined up to get a look at me.
I also discovered the utility of those obscure footpaths across the
borders in the Pyrenees. Smuggling is a recognized industry in Andorra,
since France and Spain do not impose export duties on goods going into
the country, and such taxes are unknown in Andorra itself. Tobacco and
small items such as radio parts are the favorite items, and the technique is
well established. They are carried in backpacks. Entry into Spain is a
simple matter of passing a gratuity to the customs agents if caught. In
France it has been different. A peculiarity of French law required that for
a conviction the smuggler must be seized with the goods actually in his
possession. If bad luck resulted in sighting by a patrol, he pulled his
ripcord, dropped the pack, and ran. Taxes on tobacco are high in both
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adjacent countries, but even with that differential the only reason I could
see for smuggling tobacco into Spain is that the Spanish variety is even
worse than the Andorran.
The main chore of the few Andorran policemen is directing traffic. In
the capital was one who spoke a little English and with whom I occasionally exchanged remarks. While sitting in a sidewalk cafe, I observed him
standing beside the narrow road and staring hopelessly at the snarl of
cars passing through between the neighboring countries. Since there was
nothing he could do anyway, I invited him to have a beer. Evidently
nothing in Andorra prohibits an officer on duty from having a drink.
During the conversation, I twitted him about the smuggling.
He gazed at me with wide, innocent eyes and said, "No, senor, ees none
of the smoggling."
I protested that everybody knew about it, and he gave a keen legal
analysis solemnly, "No, senor, ees none of the smoggling een Andorra.
Een France, een Espana, ees the smoggling. Een Andorra, eet ees-the
commerce!"
One Saturday I climbed the mountain to the powerful station of Radio
Andorra, which during the war blanketed a good deal of Europe with
Allied propaganda and now plays mostly popular music. A young man
and woman were in charge of the turntables and microphones. It was my
hope to hear some indigenous music, but, no, they wished to honor the
visiting American. They gave me a listening booth and put on Elvis
Presley, leaving me, like Ruth, "in tears amid the alien corn." But that
evening I did hear some music that may have been Andorran and saw
dancing that definitely was. A group of young people in the public square
formed a circle and danced the sardana, which is done nowhere else.lt is
a sort of cross between the Charleston and the minuet.
On leaving Andorra I took the bus which went to France, where I
would board a train at Ax, which is pronounced "Ox" and is not to be confused with Aix, which is pronounced "Ex." Although the French do not
restrict entry into Andorra, there is passport and customs control for
those entering France. I observed in the line ahead that baggage was
examined meticulously on the outdoor counter, and a few people were
directed into the building for a body search. In France eet ees the
smoggling.
I put my bag on the counter and unlocked it. When it came my turn the
officer glanced at me and at the passport in my hand and rattled off something in an incomprehensible tongue. It was not Spanish, it was not
French, it was not Catalan; it was Proven<;al, a Romance language spoken
in a region of the south of France but not spoken by me anywhere, except
for one word which, as it turned out, I was fortunate in knowing.
However, I had understood the last word uttered by the officer, which
was "Americain." I nodded my head and said my one word, "Oc"-yes.
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He jabbered again, and I caught the final phrase, "visiter aFrance." I again
said my one word, and he barked, "Passez, passez!" I seized my bag and
passed, down the road to France.
Liechtenstein

Liechtenstein is a pocket-sized principality, smaller than Washington,
D.C., nestled between Switzerland and Austria, and ruled by a real prince
whose names strung end-to-end would reach almost across his domain.
He is Prince Franz Josef II Maria Aloys Alfred Karl Johannes Heinrich
Michael George Ignatius Benediktus Gerhardus Majella von
Liechtenstein. But he is said to be an unassuming man who prefers to be
known by just the first two on the list.
There were at last count 71 other princes and princesses of
Liechtenstein, since the by-laws of the family carry the title out to the
remotest twigs of the family tree. This horde of royalty seemed to the
present ruler, who came to the throne in 1938, as far too large a payroll for
even a man of his fabulous wealth to carry, so some years ago he
suggested that they make their own way, wishing them Godspeed and
admonishing them to write if they got work. Prince Hans went into the
wrong trade, got caught smuggling watches into Germany, had his capital
confiscated, and spent four months in jail.
I went around the principality on a bus tour conducted by Count Geva
Andrassy, whose financial situation put him in the same boat as lesser
Liechtenstein royalty, although his title was Hungarian. A woman aboard
the bus- an American I am afraid- had the bad taste to inquire why a
member of the Hungarian nobility should be running rubberneck tours.
He replied straight-faced in his thick accent, "Veil, madam, you know the
count business isn't so much good any more, and I vant to make a living
some vay, so I have to go to vork." He was good at his job, too. I forbore
telling the woman that the driver of the bus was Prince Hans the
Smuggler. She didn't deserve to know intimate histories of aristocrats.
There are no formalities about entering Liechtenstein. Tourists often
pass through without knowing that they have added another name to the
list of countries on the cut-rate, seven-day tour of Europe. Coming from
Buchs in Switzerland across the bridge over the Rhine which divides the
two countries, you may see a small bronze plate on the railing at the
middle, with a vertical line at the center marking the border, "Schweiz" in
raised letters on one end, and "Liechtenstein" on the other. Giggling
children like to have snapshots taken standing in front of the sign with
their legs spread, one foot in each country.
Liechtenstein is a beautiful little land, one of the loveliest in the world.
It makes lots of money by agriculture, dairy products, and the manufacture of such items as precision instruments, textiles, chemical products,
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false teeth, salami skins, and delicious petits fours. It is the only place in
the world where I have seen an automatic transmission on a bicycle. It
was a cylindrical affair about the size of an aerosol can, mounted at the
rear of the frame . Very handy it must have been for pedaling up the
mountain roads.
Liechtenstein has about 23,000 inhabitants, and Vaduz, the capital, contains about 5,000 of them. One can sit in an open-air cafe on its main
street, raise his head, and look straight upward at the Prince's castle
perched on the edge of the cliff above. I conceived the notion of dropping
in on the Prince and climbed the steep road to a heavy iron door toward
one end of the castle. Seeing no way of entering, I picked up a sizable rock
from the road and bonged on the door. After some delay an aproned
maidservant opened the door, and, seeing that I was obviously not there
to bring the bread, told me that I had come to the tradesmen's entrance
and that the front door was further along the road. It was only after she
had closed the door that I perceived a tiny button in the jamb, about the
size of the push button on a ball-point pen; I presumed it was the bell.
Passing to the right door, I found a similar button and rang. It was opened
by a man in quiet livery, who regretfully told me that the Prince was not
receiving that day, so I didn't get to meet him. But I did see his daughter
later, riding her bicycle downtown-with no transmission.
Rich agricultural land lies in the south and in the Rhine valley to the
west, comprising about one-third of the area of the principality. Eastward
the ground rises sharply into the Alps which take up the other two-thirds.
Having assimilated the general topography, I went on various hikes
around the country and into the mountains. Liechtenstein is of roughly
triangular shape, about 15 miles long from north to south and five miles
across at its broadest part in the southern end. In the northern point there
is a mountain from which it is easily possible to look into Austria or
Switzerland, and on a clear day even across 20 miles of Austria into
Germany.
On one of my tramps I was walking the top of the mountain ridge that
separates Liechtenstein and Austria, along a path two or three feet wide
marking the border, from which one could see far into both countries. I
had sudden compassion for the miniature land pressed between two
more powerful neighbors, and I felt a desire to enlarge the small one's
territory at the expense of the other. I kicked a boulder from Austria to the
other side, where it went bounding down the declivity well into
Liechtenstein.
Although the Liechtensteiners are industrious and work diligently,
they are relaxed and easy, apparently content with their lot. They do not
have the air of strain visible on the faces of many people in more important nations. The waiters in the cafes are pleasant and observant,
assiduous on signal, but you are not hurried through your meal, and no
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one cares if you sit for an hour over a stein of beer. There were no sharpeyed guards in the Vaduz art gallery that housed a small portion of the
Prince's collection valued at well over a $100 million and containing
works by Brueghel, Van Dyck, Hals, and Rubens. A quiet and unobtrusive gentleman sat in a corner, but his principal function was to answer
questions, and he didn't mind people who scrutinized the brushwork
through a lens.
The main language is German, but even in so small a place there are
insular variations from one village to another. In some the German is
heavily tinged with the Alemannisch dialect. In one area they speak the
language known as Romansch or La din, one of the four official tongues of
Switzerland although only one per cent of the Swiss speak it. In another
small valley, the dialect is incomprehensible even to other Liechtensteiners. Apparently it is based in part on Celtic roots, the original settlers
of that district being said to have been of that stock.
In Vaduz a number of people speak what they believe to be English, but
it is British English which they learned in the local school from a local resident who had never been to England and who in turn had learned it from
English visitors. It is therefore bristling with obscure Cockney vocabulary
and idioms that caught the resident's fancy.
The village of Triesen has an eerie superstition that does not parallel
anything I have encountered elsewhere. I was sitting in a little inn there
and conversing with the middle-aged woman who ran it, and as twilight
began to come on I mentioned that I planned to tramp back to Vaduz by
the little back road which runs through the hills. She exclaimed in horror,
"Aber, mein herr, die Tobelhocker! "
The last word literally means gorge squatters. I had not heard of them
before and pressed for more information. In a long and rambling
explanation, she said that they are the Gray People, beings who haunt the
gorges in the hills at night. They are not zombies, nor are they vampires;
they are not living, nor are they quite dead. They may or may not be
immortal. They are not enterprising and have no ambition and no purpose; they just sit around on cold stones and gloom. Being gray, they are
very difficult to see in the dusk. They do not harm travelers physically, but
they want company and have a distressing way of getting it; they slip
silently up behind you and clap you on the shoulder, and presto! you
have joined the club, you' re a "tobelhocker" yourself.
I was earnestly advised to go down to the populous main road and walk
back along the highway, but I assured her that, as an American with a
valid passport, I was protected by the Constitution so that the Gray
People couldn't lay a finger on me.
It was dim along the little road and presently grew dimmer as I walked,
whistling "Red Wing" because it is one of my favorite tunes. Besides, it
was quiet there and I like a cheerful sound. I even tried vocalizing a bit of
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the stirring sextet from Lucia di Lammermoor but gave it up because it
stirred unpleasant echoes from unexpected angles. And I don't like the
tragic ending of that opera. I saw no tobelhockers, but of course they are
very hard to see in the dark. As I came over the hill into the lights of
Vaduz, my skin still had its natural color and I still had no craving to sit
down on a stone.
But they nearly got me later that night. I went to the outdoor restaurant
and sat over a leisurely late dinner, topping it off with a half bottle of
Vaduzer Wein. It is a delightful rose from the Prince's vineyard, sweet,
full-flavored, and with a pleasing bouquet. It can be had nowhere else
because they sell all they can make right there. But in spite of the wine's
mildness, slipping down like a fruit ade, it proved unexpectedly
authoritative; and as I made my way to my hotel, seeming to float gently a
few inches above the pavement, I caught the sound of shuffling footsteps
and felt the tobelhockers creeping up behind me. I went to bed and
pulled the blanket over my head, warding them off until the sunlight
poured through the window.
Luxembourg

The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg is an independent state in the heart
of Europe, bordered on the west by Belgium, on the south by France, and
on the east by Germany. It cannot really be said to have a northern neighbor, for it comes to a point in the north where the German and Belgian
borders converge. This small state just barely meets the 1,000 square mile
limitation on the Midget Lands, coming in at 999. It has a commercial
airport, being the only one of the Midget Lands big enough to allow a
plane to land.
It is ruled by the Grand Duke Jean, and in spite of its small size has five
major political parties, none of which has succeeded in electing anyone. It
has busy industries in steel, rubber, and textile fibers, and a richly productive agriculture; it exports steel, tires, rubber, cement, and foodstuffs, all
of which results in a booming economy and high per capita income. Its
monetary system is based on the Luxembourg franc, which is on an exact
par with the Belgian franc. Belgian money circulates freely, and French
money will not be refused. The three principal languages are French,
German, and Letzeburgesch. The latter is not a written language and is
generally considered a peasant tongue. I was unable to find anything of it
in print except for some inscriptions on the money.
Unlike most other Midget Lands, Luxembourg has had a significant
role in history. It is reputed that Siegfroi, Count of Ardennes and a son of
Charlemagne, was the first ruler of the territory and that it first came
under the House of Luxembourg in the year 1060. Later, during the 15th
to 18th centuries, it was variously held by Spain, France, and Austria. In
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1815 the Congress of Vienna erected it into a Grand Duchy under
William I, King of the Netherlands. In 1839 a considerable western portion was separated and ceded to Belgium. The remaining portion became
autonomous in 1848, and in 1867 it was declared a neutral territory by a
decision of the London Conference.
That neutrality was grievously violated by Germany in both World
Wars, during which it was occupied by German troops. As a consequence, Germans are still unpopular in the Grand Duchy. On a bus tour
the conductor announced in French and English that he would make his
comments in those languages, and added in German that if any Germans
were present and would raise their hands he would also speak their language. There was no response, although I had noticed before starting that
several people had been conversing fluently in German, and in the seat in
front of me the man translated into German for his wife. Evidently they
know how they are regarded and do not wish to be identified.
The conductor's own feelings were made clear to me during the tour.
In the run along the bank of the river that forms the border with Germany,
I observed numerous fishermen on the Luxembourg side but none on the
German, and commented to him on that fact. He replied sardonically, "In
Germany the fish aren't allowed to open their mouths."
The capital of the Grand Duchy, also called Luxembourg, is the only
real city in the country. It rises on high bluffs out of a hollow in the surrounding plain. The bluffs are honeycombed with fortified caves and
tunnels and are said still to contain gun emplacements.
Luxembourg has many castles here and there throughout the country,
all looking exactly like the pictures in the fairy tale books, a characteristic
that most makes it resemble a Cardboard Kingdom. Some castles stand
high on steep mountains, some on sunny slopes; one stood on the very
edge of a lake in which its entire facade was reflected in the still water. In
one castle, while the women were taken by the countess to view the
embroideries and tapestries, the resident count offered the men cups of a
delicious wine made from the wild strawberries on his estate. There were
no bottles for sale because wild strawberries do not grow in sufficient
abundance to permit commercial use. In another castle, I was shown the
ancient dungeons and the torture room, complete with a rack, provision
for hanging prisoners by the thumbs, scourges, thumbscrews, and an iron
maiden, a sarcophagus-like, hinged, iron shell with inwardly pointing
spikes, in which a prisoner could be placed while the halves were slowly
closed. Such were the good old days.
Mustang
It is astounding that there could be anywhere on earth a country that
was not discovered until 1964, but that is what happened with the
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Kingdom of Mustang, a Himalayan nation of 750 square miles and an estimated population of 8000. News of its existence reached the western
world with the publication of Michel Peissel's article "Mustang" in the
October, 1965, issue of the National Geographic 6 and later of Peissel's book
Mustang, the Forbidden Kindom. 7 I have to depend on Peissel for information, since nothing but a yak-pack expedition of several weeks' duration
will get travelers there, in the unlikely event they are allowed to go at
all.
Mustang is not shown in atlases nor mentioned in gazetteers. Maps of
the Kingdom of Nepal have a small, squarish projection into Tibet about
midway of Nepal's northern border, of the same color as Nepal itself, thus
indicating that Mustang is part of Nepal. It is not. It is a kingdom in its own
right, ruled when Peissel was there by His Majesty Angun Tenzing
Trandul and subsequently by his son King Jigme Dorji Trandul. The king
pays a small annual tribute to Nepal, which is the only formal connection
with that country.
Peissel, an explorer, anthropologist, and photographer who speaks
Tibetan, spent ten weeks in Mustang in 1964, visited every town,
photographed the people at their daily occupations, inspected the
monasteries and photographed their records and holy books, drew a plan
of the capital city, studied Mustang's social organization. He also discovered 29 ancient "cave towns," each with more than 50 caves carved by
some prehistoric race into the precipitous rock faces of the mountains. He
found the social organization of the kingdom to be similar in some
respects to that of the feudal states of Europe. The religion is a form of
Buddhism, and the clergy, the lamas, and the monks hold the status of an
aristocracy if not a nobility, a distinction which was shared by the eight
practicing witches. The religion prohibits the citizens from killing anything, even fleas, but there is no interdict on eating meat. The meager
economy rests on agriculture and the salt trade through Mustang from
Tibet to Nepal. Peissel was personally convinced that Mustang was an
independenf nation and kingdom and always had been, but felt he
needed some authentic document to prove it.
He found the proof, the Malia, a document reciting "kings like pearls on
a string" and their deeds, from the founding of the kingdom by Arne Pal
in 1380, up to modern times, listing King Angun Tenzing Trandul and the
names of his three sons, one of whom now rules. Some of the names of
the present king and his father had also been borne by previous kings.
The founding date was independently verified by a reference in the
writings of a Tibetan lama of that period, whose own birth date is known.
History being a secret subject in Mustang, the monk who possessed the
Malia feared that his superior would discover his possession; he was glad
to sell it to Peissel for 80 rupees, about 13 dollars.
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San Marino
Ten or twelve miles west of Rimini, which lies on the Adriatic coast of
Italy, is San Marino, the smallest and oldest republic in the world, perched
on top of a mountain and completely surrounded by Italy. It has until
lately been credited with 38 square miles, but recent surveys have shown
that it stretches over only 23 1/z. Mount Titano rises rather abruptly from
the plain. The country's arable land lies on its slopes. The capital, also
called San Marino, is on the very top of the triple-peaked mountain and
contains about 4000 of the 23,000 total inhabitants.
San Marino was founded about 350 A.D. by the stonecutter Marino or
Marinus, a devout Christian who fled from persecution in the more
populous area around Rimini. When others followed, a Christian community developed which has been independent ever since; it has
successfully defended its independence against attacks by dukes, counts,
and bishops, all sovereigns of other petty states surrounding San Marino
before the unification of Italy. In the 18th century Cardinal Alberoni
succeeded in invading San Marino, after laying siege until its supplies
were exhausted. He occupied the country for three and a half months
until he was told by the Pope to leave. His Holiness chose to be a
protector rather than a conqueror.
Despite its republican character, San Marino has not been able to resist
altogether the trappings usually associated with royalty. Although its
government and its processes have always been democratic, the legislative body of 60 members used to be called collectively the Prince Council.
Now it is known as the Grand and General Council. The country also
once conferred titles of nobility, although it does so no longer.
One of the finest roads in Italy runs from the Adriatic up to San Marino,
and one morning I took the bus and went up. The bus line terminates
reasonably near the top of the mountain, on the only shelf wide enough
for a station. A porter immediately seized my bag and bore it off to a hotel
on a lower shelf down 60 concrete steps.
Once there I inquired in English for a room, but met only a blank stare. I
tried German; negative nods; I tried French; still no response. I tried
Spanish; a faint glimmer went over their faces, as if they had some hope.
Mingling a bit of Spanish with a couple of words of Italian which I knew, I
asked, "Que lingua parla Usted?" That they understood, and there was a
chorus of "Sammarinese!"
Sammarinese. A pre-Latin tongue of the Osco-Umbrian family, of
which I knew no word at all. But by much mutual grinning and arm
waving I conveyed that I wanted a room, and they made it apparent that
they had one but it wasn't ready. I gestured again that I would come back
after lunch, signed the book, and left my bag with the porter. By the
evening meal they had produced a waiter who knew a little Spanish. With
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that and the occasional use of English roots to which I appended
Italianate endings, we eventually developed an argot by which we could
converse reasonably well.
On my last evening in San Marino, an American whom I had seen
around the hotel sat at the next table in the dining room, wearing a look of
puzzlement on her face as I talked with the waiter. When he had gone she
leaned over and said, "Excuse me, but what language are you speaking to
these people?"
I shrugged. "I don't know, I guess it must be Italian. They seem to
understand it."
"Well," she said drily, "I speak Italian, and I don't understand it."
By that time I had learned that most of the populace speak Italian and
that only a minor proportion know Sammarinese, no matter what they
implied at my hotel.
In ancient days a fort had been constructed on each peak ofMt. Titano.
They are still there, connected by a causeway that climbs the humps and
dips into the hollows. From the top is a spectacular view eastward, across
the plain and the city of Rimini to the Adriatic Sea. I was told that on a
clear day one could almost see the coast of Yugoslavia, 100 miles away.
Fronting on the town plaza stands the capitol, the government house.
In its council chamber were 60 massive wooden chairs around the walls.
They looked so ponderous and awkward that one would think they'd
been made by a stonecutter like Marino himself. Their backs rose as high
as a standing man; the seats were horizontal, flat, and uncushioned; the
arms were too high to be comfortable rests. They were altogether the
most uncomfortable chairs I have ever sat in, which I did, because I was
the only one there at the time.
San Marino has a small ceremonial army of about 180 men, who once
in a while turn out a band and an honor guard in a resplendent
Renaissance uniform, in the plaza before the government house. But the
country was neutral during most of World War II, when it is said to have
been crowded by thousands of refugees. When the Allies were chasing
the Germans northward out of Italy, San Marino declared war on
Germany as soon as the Allied troops reached them. Later it was discovered that this step had not been necessary; they had been at war with
Germany since World War I but no one had invited San Marino to the
peace conference, so they had never signed the treaty.
Tourism is a big business in San Marino, where some say the most
beautiful dolls in the world are on sale. They come in various sizes, some
as large as a child of six, dressed in the ancient costumes of the country.
Also available are issues of lovely and colorful postage stamps, a source of
considerable revenue for the government; they are sold on the spot to
collectors and souvenir hunters. But the big business is in quantity shipments of stamps to dealers all over the world. San Marino used to coin
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money for sale but doesn't any more; making money didn't pay. A curio
store on the plaza charged a small fee for stamping a passport as a
memento. But a stamped passport wasn't at all necessary, and I even had
my doubts whether the shop had official sanction. It may have just
acquired a stamp somewhere.
On my last day I left the hotel to catch the afternoon bus, with my friend
the waiter carrying my bag. Just as we reached the foot of the 60 steps we
heard the departure horn. He was a small man and slightly built, but he
sprang up those steps like an antelope, chased the bus for 50 yards or so
and caught it, thumping mightily on the side to stop it. I handed him a
silver dollar and boarded, off to Rimini and Rome.
The Vatican

Practically everyone would define the Vatican as a place in Rome
housing the Pope and providing the headquarters of the Roman Catholic
Church. But officially it is the State of Vatican City, and it is not in Rome
nor even in Italy. It is surrounded by Rome but is an independent sovereignty, ruled by the incumbent pope who has full legal, executive, and
judicial powers, the current ruler being John Paul II.
Its area is 108.7 acres, and its population is approximately 1000. I
walked entirely around outside the border of this country, not an
exhausting hike, even up the steep hill on one side and down on the other
on a hot day. But the popes once held sway over much vaster territory, the
Holy Roman Empire, comprising at one time a large part of Europe; the
emperors governed, but the popes were their overlords. The popes also
once exercised direct sovereignty over the various papal states in central
Italy, totaling about 16,000 square miles and several million people, but
these were incorporated into the Kingdom of Italy in 1871.
Vatican City today includes St. Peter's Cathedral, the Vatican Palace,
museum and gardens, and various other buildings. Thirteen buildings in
Rome outside the boundaries of the Vatican also have extraterritorial
rights. The sovereign status of Vatican City is evidenced by the fact that
nearly 100 nations, including the United States, maintain ambassadors
there.
Smom

The smallest country in the world is Smom: area, one-half acre; population, three. In a way, Smom may be said to be crowded because its density of population is 3840 a square mile, almost eight times that of Italy, the
surrounding country. We hear much of the over-population of such countries as India and China, but Smom is more than seven times as crowded
as India, more than 15 times as thronged as China.
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The name is an acronym of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta.
Smom has been a country since 1048, when it began in Jerusalem as the
Knights Hospitalers of St. John of Jerusalem, who conducted a hospital
there to care for Christian pilgrims. The Saracens gave the area
extraterritorial status. In 1087 the Moslems left Jerusalem. The
Hospitalers were subsequently converted into a sovereign military as
well as a medical order and fought in the crusades. They were conquered
or evicted from place after place, but always contrived to obtain sovereign status somewhere and changed the name according to need. Thus,
after Jerusalem they were successively known as the Knights of Acre, of
Cyprus, of Rhodes, and of Malta. They have stuck to the last-mentioned
name, even after their surrender of Malta to Napoleon in 1798.
Eventually they were given a half-acre in Rome, with the stipulation
that only the grand master, the lieutenant grand master, and the
chancellor could be citizens of that small plot. The other knights of the
order were to be citizens of such other countries as they may have been
born or naturalized in. I was told that Henry Ford II and the late Francis,
Cardinal Spellman were among the more than 5,000 knights in various
nations.
The border crossing into Smom is located at 68 Via Condotti in Rome. I
entered through a massive door about three yards wide and bearing two
small plates, one saying "Internazionale Militare Ordine Di Malta" and
the other, "International Military Sovereign Order of Malta." The door
stood open on a short passage giving on a small courtyard surrounded by
the four-story Order of Malta Palace, which occupies the whole half-acre
plat. A concierge who has an office on the passage is not a citizen of
Smom and probably not a knight. Parked in the courtyard I saw two small
automobiles, bearing the license plates "SMOM-1" and "SMOM-2."
Without other incontrovertible evidence of sovereignty, this microscopic state might seem a figment of fiction, a Cardboard Kingdom itself.
But Smom issues its own passports, a jaunty-looking folder bearing the
arms of the order and a Maltese cross and saying "His Eminent Highness
[name], Prince and Grand Master of the Sovereign Military Order of
Malta, requests all to whom it may concern to allow the bearer, [name], to
pass freely and to afford him such assistance and protection of which he
may stand in need." The officers issue these folders to themselves and
sign them themselves. I was told that, when such a passport is presented
at a border control, it causes a stir and bustle that eddies all through the
airport or railway station. A furious turmoil of telephoning ensues after
presentation at a highway post. But the passport seems always eventually to be allowed.
Smom does not now mint any money of its own, but it once did. Nor
are there postage stamps, although I was told that Smom had plans to
issue stamps. A closet would do for the post office, or perhaps even a
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drawer in a desk. But they seemed rather to shrink from the complications of making the necessary arrangements with the International Postal
Union.
Smom is recognized by two dozen or so other countries, receives
ministers from them, and maintains ministers and legations abroad. It
owns ships, which fly the flag of the Sovereign Order of Malta. There is an
air force, housed on Italian soil and flown by Italian personnel. The
bellicosity of the knights having somewhat waned, the airplanes are not
used for warlike purposes but for such errands as ferrying missionaries in
and out of Africa.
Smom once gave sanctuary to the civil criminals of other countries,
among them Michelangelo Merisi di Caravaggio (1573-1610), who was
not only an eminent painter but an all-round scoundrel, general criminal,
and eventually a murderer. Although they no longer provide sanctuary, I
was told of an incident in which it was claimed. A man on the Via
Condotti was seen in the act of purse-snatching by two Roman
policemen, who then gave chase. He ran into Smom and there demanded
sanctuary, defying the police, whose writ did not run on foreign soil. The
chancellor was summoned and the matter explained to him. Smom is of
course jealous of its small sovereignty and could not permit foreign
officers to violate it by an arrest. The only solution seemed to be extradition initiated by the request from the Italian minister to Smom, directed to
the Smomian minister to Italy. But Smom has no facilities for detaining an
accused person through such a lengthy procedure.
The chancellor cogitated awhile . Then he drew the policemen aside
and spoke privately with them. He deputized them as officers of immigration control pro tern, declared the thief an undesirable alien, and
ordered his officers to expel him from the country. They seized the culprit
and hustled him across the border into Rome, whereupon they turned
back into Italian police and took him off to jail.
If a traveler in Rome wishes to see something as close to being a Cardboard Kingdom as he will ever come across in actual substance, he may
walk down the Via Condotti, stop at No . 68, and gaze across the border at
Smom. But only until midnight, at which time they close the border. That
is, they shut the door.
Several of the Midget Lands, if they could be superimposed on one
another, would make a perfect setting for a swashbuckling Cardboard
Kingdom romance. The triple-peaked Mt. Titano of San Marino with its
three fortresses could serve for the citadel and the town plaza for a
midnight duel. Andorra could provide the wild mountain scenes and
rocky defiles for the chase. Liechtenstein could offer its idyllic scenic
beauty, and Luxembourg supply its impressive castles for the grand ball.
The story might culminate with assembled thousands of the Knights of
Smom in full panoply, gallantly defeating the inroad of an aggressive and
powerful neighboring nation.
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ICHAEL met Leslie-Anne and Jeff again in Berkeley. He had lived
there for ten years before moving north and still found reasons to
visit twice a year. Often, he saw people he had known in what he called
his other lives. He was not surprised to see Leslie-Anne and Jeff, though
when he last heard from them they were living in Ann Arbor. In Berkeley
over the years, he had seen nine or ten of the people he had gone to college with in Ann Arbor, but Leslie-Anne and Jeff were the only ones he
cared to see. Afterwards, he wondered if he had made three years of
twice-a-year trips in the hope they would appear.
He wandered into a bookstore after an afternoon of strumming guitars
in a shop run by a friend and recognized Leslie-Anne before he did Jeff,
before either noticed him. She drifted up an aisle lined with books of
poetry, her dark frizzy hair floating out like a plume of smoke, the ends of
it crackling. The vitality of her hair, the lushness of her movements in contrast to her fine-boned body and severe features reminded him of a water
color she had done years ago, which he had kept over his bed since-one
graceful branch laden with yellow plums, which emitted a light that leapt
from the canvas to heat whatever room it adorned.
"Leslie-Anne," he said. She didn't hear him, and a moment later he was
glad, remembering how she hated to be called by the full name, though
he always used it in his thoughts of her.
Jeff lifted his eyes from a shelf of science fiction, stared, and bounded
forward. "Michael! My God, Michael." He laughed, ignoring the glances
of the clerk, who seemed worried they might become rowdy. Michael
nodded at the clerk to reassure him, but Jeff's laughter and flapping arms
enveloped him.
Jeff drew back, poked at Michael's ribs, and beckoned Leslie, though
she was already sailing toward them. "You have more hair than I do," Jeff
said. "But I bet you outweigh me by thirty pounds."
"He always had more hair and outweighed you by thirty pounds."
Leslie smiled, touching a fingertip to Michael's knuckles. "I've thought of
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you often. Whenever it rains, for a start. All those crazy times we ran out
to dance in the rain .... There are whole Dylan albums I can't hear
without thinking of you . 'Visions of Johanna . .. .'"
Visions of Leslie-Anne, Michael thought, but Jeff's crowing delight
bowled over her quieter pleasure. He found himself laughing, waving his
own hands. He peered from one to the other and felt his whole face
stretch into what he feared was an idiotic beam. He understood now, as he
had not in college, that they attracted him partly because they embodied
his image of the perfect couple: Each a foil for the other, complementary
even in looks, Jeff blond but tan, Leslie-Anne dark and pale-skinned.
"You two were my family for four years," he said. "How did we lose
touch?"
"Our fault," Jeff said. "We moved too often, and we're both awful about
writing letters. I have a bunch you wrote us, somewhere. You were family
to us, too, you know." He slapped a palm from Michael's arm to his own
thigh and rattled on about the places he and Leslie had lived.
Michael nodded, and beamed, and cast oblique looks at Leslie-Anne.
Her beauty pierced him anew, but though she still wore no make-up, she
struck him as showy, verging on the artificial, in the same way as did the
delicate, fluted, lavendar-blue blooms on a bush near the apartment
where he was staying. Known as a blue hibiscus-though it was not a
hibiscus-its flowers resembled crepe paper. Once, after a rain, he had
seen droplets of water descend those papery petals in swollen slowmotion. He swayed toward Leslie-Anne, aching to be the rain, to glide
down her luminous skin. "You haven't changed," he said.
"I hope that's not true. What's that Dylan line? If you aren't changing,
you're dying." She frowned . "That's not quite right, is it, Michael?"
"Oh, no," Jeff said. "Not already."
Michael grinned at him, at the memory of how many times he and
Leslie-Anne had argued over the exact wording of some song lyric, while
Jeff teased them for caring. "You're close," Michael told her.
Jeff's hand brushed aside the question of the lyric. "We've probably all
changed some. But we're glad to see you. That hasn't changed."
Leslie murmured agreement. She went to pay for a book, and Michael
and Jeff waited outside. They leaned on the glass display window. A
woman with two leashed, blond afghans flounced past gazing through
the two men. A man pushing a baby in a stroller smiled.
Jeff raked at his thin hair. "Speaking of changes, we've had our
problems, like everyone, I guess. We don't live together anymore. We
didn't do anything legal about it. I can't imagine either of us marrying
again. After so long, we're probably each other's closest friend. And
besides, we own a business together."
Michael's grin grew too heavy, too wide for his mouth. He rubbed a
hand over the queasiness besieging his stomach. "Sorry to hear it. I'd
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have sworn you two would make it, if anyone did."
Jeff shrugged. "Maybe if we'd stayed in one place after college, or had a
kid .... But neither of us wanted that. Don't look so gloomy. We were
together a long time before we got married. The marriage wasn't everything, not even most of it. No tragedies here. We haven't even hurt each
other too much."
An unaccountable sorrow swelled inside Michael, aimed less at the
facts than at Jeff's offhand manner. "Are you both living here?"
"Leslie's got a studio near the campus. I've got a room in a big communal house in the Elmwood. We see each other almost every day, over
the business, but to hang out, too. We're used to hanging out together."
Michael sensed rather than saw Leslie-Anne's approach. She drew
closer. In one hand she held a shiny, red, paper-covered book. The glow
of sun glinting off it poured a warm, rose-colored shadow over his arm.
His skin felt chilled when she slipped the book into her canvas tote. "I live
in Redding, now," he said.
She arched a thin, dark brow. "What happened to the band?"
"Part of it plays clubs around here. The original lead guitarist opened a
shop to repair guitars, up the block. I just saw him. The drummer moved
to Redding, lives a few houses from me. We jam twice a week. It was just
time to move on. I teach piano, guitar, banjo. Mostly to ten- and twelveyear olds. I even bought a house." He considered his life in Redding:
settled, calm, a few friends. None of them, except the drummer, mattered
to him as these two had. "What about you? Your painting, the silk
screening? All those posters .... I still have the one Jeff did for the
Pentagon rally, and a water color of yours."
"She still paints," Jeff said. "I do silk screen, but not posters."
Leslie held the tote bag against her breast. "You kept it? It was a plum
branch, wasn't it? One of my best Japanese imitations."
Michael nodded. The day she had given it to him, his twentieth birthday, had been one of the happiest of his life. The three of them had raced
around by the Huron River with a kite, and later hugged each other in his
apartment, with Dylan on the stereo. He and Leslie-Anne had sung along,
Jeff had made fun of them. He had never felt that close to anyone again.
Jeff nudged him and pointed to Leslie's shirt. He blinked, having
missed it in his concentration on her face and hands. The shirt sported a
cartoony picture of a Dutch-bobbed, muscled person of indeterminate
gender, who clutched an armload of packages. The line under the picture
said, WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH, THE TOUGH GO
SHOPPING. Michael recognized the drawing style as what Leslie-Anne
had used on Jeff's posters. He frowned at the caption.
"She designs our line," Jeff said.
"Mostly, I steal the captions," she said. "Graffiti, bumper stickers, things
people say. I give them an appropriate picture, and Jeff does the actual silk
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screening. Same division of labor we always had."
"We called the business Talky Tees in Seattle, but that got too cute, too
limiting," Jeff said. "Now, it's Graffiti Express, and we do it on wall
hangings, skirts, pillow cases, you name it."
Leslie gazed at Jeff with the expression of indulgent amusement
Michael had seen mothers turn on precocious children. She swiveled her
long neck, and the smile changed as it lit on him. Sweat broke out on his
forehead and on the back of his neck beneath the straight ends of brown
hair that swept his brows and collar. He managed to mumble an assent to
her suggestion that they all go out for dinner.
They strolled along, amid Jeff's chatter, and paused by a new sushi
place. Inside, they settled at the redwood bar, with Leslie between the two
men. Michael watched the chef, who wore the traditional kimono, and
marveled at his swift fingers.
Different fish were set like precious stones into refrigerated cases that
sparkled like fine crystal. "A museum of food," Leslie said. Her leg
touched his.
He shifted on his stool. "The Japanese know more than we do about
making life an art, a ritual." He dipped a piece of raw yellow-tail tuna into
a mixture of soy sauce and hot green horseradish, and savored the fish's
nutty flavor and velvety flesh almost as much as he savored Leslie-Anne's
relish of it.
Jeff ordered a sea urchin roe, and spun once around on his stool. "We
bought a Datsun wagon. Sure beats the old Plymouth ."
"I still have the van," Michael said. "It's on its third engine and fourth
paint job."
Jeff teased him about the ancient van, but Michael's attention kept
straying toward Leslie-Anne. The sea urchin roe arrived, and he traded
his unease for delight in its briny taste and creamy texture until Leslie's
arm skimmed his thigh . He stopped eating, watched her chew the ritual
pickled ginger to clear her palate. While she dove into a salmon roe succulent as ripe fruit, he fought off a feverish sensation he associated with
the flu.
During the four years that the three of them used to stay up all night
talking three or four times a week, she had touched Michael often. Jeff
would say, "She's hot for you, Michael," and laugh at how flustered
Michael became. Leslie-Anne had never laughed. Michael gulped some
sake. The pungent rice wine burned his throat and stomach less than
Leslie-Anne's fingers burned as they whisked over the inside of his
wrist.
They split the check three ways, and Jeff rose. "Wish I could stick
around, but I'm meeting someone. Great seeing you, Michael, really
great. Call me before you head north. Hey, Redding's not that far. We'll
visit. Leslie's got my number. Make sure she gets yours, here and in
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Redding." He squeezed Michael's shoulder, kissed Leslie's high
cheekbone. "See you tomorrow, babe." He lifted a hand and sauntered
off, whistling.
Outside, Michael hovered beside Leslie-Anne and sought the right
thing to say. The sky, nearing dusk, glowed with such a sapphire intensity that he felt he was hearing the color. Leslie-Anne would understand
that, but his mouth refused a command to speak.
"Are you staying near here?" she asked.
He shook his head to clear it and saw she took that for his answer. He
didn't correct the misunderstanding. Though the flat where he was
staying was all the way across town, he bowed his head, as ashamed as if
he had lied.
"I have the car," she said. "Jeff and I have joint custody of it. He gets it
for three days, I get it for three, then we let it rest the seventh day." She
raised both brows. He recalled the expression as her way of emphasizing
absurdity or irony, and smiled. "Want a ride?" she asked. "Or better, want
to come over to my place?"
He nodded, still incapable of speech. Plodding beside her, he felt a dull
ache invade his groin. A thin, vibrating wire had replaced his spine. Her
hand swept his arm, and the wire twanged. He rolled down the sleeves of
his red plaid shirt, fumbled with the open buttons. For a long,
unbreathing moment he imagined he had taken it off, but the window of a
shop that sold lamps fashioned of shells, driftwood, and old bottles,
showed him he had fastened it to the neck.

"

"

"

Leslie switched on a long-necked lamp that sat atop an orange crate in
her room.
Michael inspected her studio, which appeared more workroom than
home. In it, he sought some concrete evidence that this was the LeslieAnne he had known. A long piece of redwood-stained plywood resting
on two black metal file cabinets occupied most of the room. It was strewn
with cartoon drawings. He ignored them to scrutinize two stark, vivid
watercolors on the wall. "Nice. I'm glad you're still doing them."
"You were always my biggest fan," she said. "Jeff doesn't much like my
style." She circled a redwood-stained cable spool, on which sat a cup and
a radio, to drop her tote on the floor beside an orange crate that held hot
plate, coffee jar, and two cans of soup. She lifted her hair off her neck with
both hands, and her shirt pulled tight across her breasts.
Michael struggled for breath. To steady himself, he studied the walls, a
green so pale he pressed his face to one in the dim light to make sure the
color existed outside his own vision. They were bare, except for the two
water colors and a silk screen poster of a woman dancing that he recalled
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from their Ann Arbor days.
Leslie sank cross-legged on the folded bed's nubbly black cover. "Jeff
thinks this place is bare and depressing. Do you?"
Michael scanned the room again, noting the absence of plants and
refrigerator; a bathroom painted black and red; an odor of ink and paint.
"It's bare," he said. "But what counts is if it depresses you."
"Ah, Michael. I wish Jeff would leave it at that. I love it. It excites me. I
spent years knee-deep in his clutter."
For all its austerity, her room crackled with energy. Sparks of it blazed
in his eyes. He leaned a shoulder on the wall beneath the poster, the
plaster cool and smooth under his hand. He couldn't blot out an image of
his own stucco cottage, its comfortable muddle of music sheets, fish tank,
plants, instruments, records.
Then, Leslie said, "Stop stroking my wall and come here." As he
perched on the bed's edge, she said, "Don't you know how much I
wanted you all those years we were redesigning western civilization at
three A.M.?"
He clenched and unclenched damp hands. Her gray eyes exerted a pull
on him strong as an ocean current. "I couldn't have done that to Jeff."
She groaned and flung herself down, stretching out long legs in tight
black jeans. "That attitude drove me nuts. All the guys we knew acted like
I was off-limits because of Jeff. He slept with everybody, including some
of those same guys, but me, oh no, nobody would 'do that' to Jeff. It was
me I wanted it done to!" She reared up on an elbow and plucked at the
dark hair at his wrist. "I wanted you the worst. I really loved you."
His blood pulsed, but he jerked his hand away, wiped his palm on his
jeans, back and forth, till the denim had dried his skin, and the motion had
calmed him. "Jeff... ."
Leslie threw her head back, teeth gritted. After a moment, she shook
out her dark hair. "Maybe you'd rather sleep with him? Or the three of us
together?"
Michael reflected on the possibilities. He wanted to be honest, but
feared he could never force words past the thickening in his throat. "I
loved the three of us together out of bed," he said, finally. Relieved that he
could speak, he added, "But I just wanted you. I wish I did want a threesome. In a weird way it would be less complicated."
Leslie patted his cheek. "This doesn't have to be that complicated. I
don't mean all that much by it. I'm not in the market for much. A friend,
the way it used to be, but without all the under-currents we pretended to
ignore. Hear me? I care for you. No getting strung out, or hurt." He
nodded again, and her smile flared over her face . "The three of us were
good," she said. "But you and I finished sentences for each other, once.
I've missed you ."
He mumbled how much he had missed her, and Jeff. His tongue
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seemed to have swollen along with his cock. Through a buzz in his ears,
he suddenly realized he had missed not only them, but the part of himself that he had shared with them. The knowledge hovered, then
dissolved into a "zznk" of zippers as she undid hers and reached for
his.
The ends of her hair twitched on his chest. His skin prickled. He licked
at the sweat gathered in the hollow between her breasts. His senses
registered both the saltiness, and the sweetness of his own desire, a friend
as dear, as long absent as Leslie-Anne.

*

*

*

He woke to sunlight flooding the bed. It pooled in the narrow valley
between their bodies and gilded Leslie-Anne's skin. Hadn't he called her
that, Leslie-Anne? And hadn't she bitten his ear and said, "I don't like the
'Anne' any better than ever. I'd forgotten how you always insisted on
using it."
Perhaps he had dreamed the exchange, but despite the tenderness that
had suffused their passion, an ache of incompletion propelled him out of
bed. She didn't wake; he scribbled a note that he would be back.
He trudged up Durant to Telegraph Avenue, breathing in a scent of
water evaporating off cement, coffee, a hint of garbage. Already, street
vendors crowded one long block near the campus. They hawked plants,
handmade Indian moccasins for babies, candles shaped like the Buddha,
and crystals formed into moons and stars. He moved among the wares,
stepping over discarded styrofoam cups, and one sparrow that pecked a
pizza crust.
In his urgent need to buy Leslie-Anne a present, he considered
bringing breakfast back to her room, but he wanted something that would
last. He stopped in front of a card table of plants.
The beer-bellied man behind it motioned to a potted gardenia."Nice,
huh? I grew it indoors, in a regular window. They don't usually bloom
indoors, but this one did. I hate selling it, but if I kept every plant I loved,
I'd go out of business."
Michael regarded the plant's waxy green leaves. The green-tinged
white blossom looked too perfect, too flamboyant to be real. Its fragrance
overpowered the smell of exhaust fumes and Mexican food . He shoved
some money at the vendor and lugged the plant the two blocks to
Leslie's.
As he lurched down the hall, clutching the plant, he saw that her door
stood open. Through it, he glimpsed Jeff and froze, his stomach swooping
in panic. Leslie caught sight of him and beckoned. He sidled past Jeff, his
eyes on the floor. "Hi, Jeff. Urn .. . Leslie-Anne, I mean, Leslie. I thought
you might like this. I know you like it bare in here, but. ..."
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"If you can foist that on her, you're a better man than I am," Jeff said.
"She doesn't like things that need taking care of. Even if she keeps it, she'll
forget to water it."
Michael strained to hear jealousy or malice, but Jeff sounded amused,
as though charmed by a peculiar trait of Leslie's and merely wondering
how Michael would deal with it.
Just as Michael began to feel foolish, Leslie touched his arm. "It's a
lovely plant. Mostly, you were lovely to think of me. The smell's very
strong, isn't it?" She raised a brow at Jeff.
'Til be glad to take it," Jeff said. "I grew a Vanya orchid indoors once, in
a makeshift greenhouse window, in a cabin where the pipes froze every
night until late June."
"That's because you gave the damn orchid all the heat and light and us
none," Leslie said.
"Unless you want it, Michael," Jeff said.
Michael shook his head and relinquished the plant to Jeff. "It's yours."
He dropped empty hands to his sides.
Leslie patted his shoulder in passing. ''I'm taking a shower. Stay, both of
you. One of you could make coffee. Or we could go out."
Michael tensed with the desire to run, but understood his feet were
rooted. The bathroom door swished shut. He murmured an apology to
Jeff.
"For what?"
"You know," Michael said.
Jeff gaped at him. "For sleeping with her? Oh, God, Michael." He set
the gardenia on the cable spool table and dragged a hand through his
thin, light hair. "We were never monogamous, Michael. All through college we had these awful fights because she said I could screw around so
much easier than she could. It was true, but I didn't want to see it, since I
was having a great time. She wanted lovers she knew, liked. She still does.
None of the guys we knew would. She used to scream at me that she felt
like an icon of the Virgin, but she blamed me for it, and it was never that
simple, was it? Leaving Ann Arbor solved the problem. But you ... . I
could understand if you had apologized then, though she'd have hated us
both if you had, but now.. . . We don't live together. We probably screw
twice a year, if that." He bent forward, sniffed the gardenia. "This is a real
beauty. I feel guilty. You should keep it."
"No, you. I mean it," Michael said. "My green thumb doesn't extend
past jades and philodendrons."
Jeff flung an arm around him. "If you're sure .. .. Thanks. I'll take good
care of it. You get visitation rights, I insist." He turned away, and
smoothed one gleaming leaf. "Don't go feeling weird. We have too much
history for that. We were so close, the three of us. Now that we've found
each other again, we can pick up where we left off. What does it matter,
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who sleeps with whom?" He thrust his face close to Michael's, prepared
to argue. Michael nodded, and Jeff withdrew. He began a story that wove
together a couple Leslie and he had "played musical beds with" and a
garden he had planted, both in Iowa City.
"We moved to Ontario," he said. "In mid-summer. I don't know why,
habit, maybe. We had just gotten past all those strange vibes among the
four of us, started to become friends. The vegetables were ripening, the
roses budding.. . . When we moved here, I told Leslie, this time, we have
to find a place to stay, and she agreed. It's time, but we aren't sure
Berkeley's the place." He whacked Michael's arm. "When she comes out,
give us the low-down on Redding."
Michael bobbed his head. The idea of Jeff and Leslie-Anne-Leslie-in
Redding conjured visions of havoc in his placid life, but he moved his
shoulders, stiffly, as if roused from long sleep. Pleasure rippled through
him, echoing Jeff's enjoyment of the gardenia, which was obvious from
the way he bent over it. But Michael had meant the gardenia for LeslieAnne. He grew disoriented.
He recognized the dislocation from another context. For a few weeks
each February, Berkeley boasted a sunny warmth, during which
innumerable plum trees planted around town blossomed, white petals
foaming against dark bark, pink ones opening into perfect small mouths.
When he had lived here, this break in fog and rain, which returned in
March, had disturbed him. The plums' beauty wrenched him from himself, submerged him in a joy he believed belonged to the past, a joy that
burst on him separate from the rest of his life and the sodden
landscape.
"Leslie," Jeff called. "Hurry up. Michael wants to try and talk us into
moving to Redding."
The bathroom door remained shut. Michael doubted that Leslie had
heard. The buzz of his musings blurred with the muffled roar of her
shower.
Jeff had said they might move to Redding, but would they stay?
Michael thought of the plums. Suddenly, the memory of their blooming
loveliness seemed not an aberration, not a deceptive false spring, but the
sign of some giddy, nameless season. However disconnected they
appeared, those blossoms did precede the plums.
He lifted his head and released a breath. Next February he would come
visit, would revel in that brief season. As he vowed this, amid the
unceasing drumming of Leslie's shower and Jeff's tender murmuring to
the gardenia, he felt his heart shift, heavy, as if weighted with fruit.
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Barbara Ann Porte
OBERT watched Susan pack. "Take farm clothes," he said, "and

don't forget to feed the cat." Farm clothes were easy. Susan, an illustrator, worked in them. Dungarees and t-shirts were the mainstay of her
wardrobe. Born and raised in the heart of Manhattan, she nevertheless
considered herself a country person at heart. "I should have been born on
a farm," she frequently said. Robert, literally born and raised on a farm,
believed his wife had no idea what that life was like. It was mainly to give
her some idea that he had planned this weekend trip to his uncle Ben's
farm in Georgia.
Susan knew something of Georgia. As a bride years ago, she had
passed through it with Robert. She recalled signs at the border, the one
that said "Georgia Welcomes You" and ten feet beyond it another that
read "The Klan Welcomes You." Neither she nor Robert had believed
either sign. Robert is black, Susan is not. His color is not something she
thinks about with any regularity, but sometimes waking up at night,
turning over in their bed, she will notice. "Cute," she told him once,
watching him step from the shower, "how you are brown all over."
Susan set out food and water for her cat. Actually, it had been the
children's cat since they were small. Now both of them were grown and
off at college, and Susan sometimes worried that the cat missed their
attention. Robert thought the cat probably enjoyed weekends with the
house to herself. "When we're here,'' their son Robbie explained last time
he was home, "we disrupt her routine." Susan watched speculatively as
the cat, predictably turning what was meant for several meals into a single
feast, began to eat.
Susan and Robert flew to Atlanta, stayed overnight at a hotel, and
rented a car to drive to the farm. Susan was glad to see there were no
signs. She understood it was a new south now.
They'd originally planned to start the drive in the morning, but Robert
had some business to attend to. It was late afternoon by the time they got
on the road, so it was already dark when they got lost; for miles there was
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nowhere to stop and no one to ask for directions. Susan hadn't realized
nighttime was so dark in the country. She remembered a story her
husband told her once about when he was a child. He'd been with his
mother on a bus in the country at night. They'd sat down in the first row of
the black section. He was young enough that he didn't go to school yet,
and his feet didn't reach the floor. One of them must have been swinging.
It swung enough to kick the seat in front of him, a white seat. The driver
stopped the bus and put Robert and his mother out, in the dark, in the
country, miles from anyplace.
"What did you do?" Susan had asked.
"We walked miles to get home," Robert replied.
She preferred another story that he told. His mother and the children
were at a county fair one night. Their car was pulled up to the fence along
with all the others. A white man climbed onto its hood so he could see
better. After a while he decided it would be fun to jump up and down.
"Probably he'd been drinking," Robert said, relating the incident." 'If I
were you,' Mother told him, 'I wouldn't do that any more.' But the man
didn't stop. Mother got her shotgun from the back of the car and pointed
it at the man."
"What happened then?" Susan asked.
"The man stopped jumping on the car, climbed down, and went away,"
said Robert.
Susan's thoughts were interrupted by Robert asking her if she were
paying attention to the signs. "It's too dark to see them," she replied, then
noticed they seemed to be entering what could pass for a town. They
drove by an auto repair shop. Black men stood where the junked cars
were, apparently joking, sounds of their laughter floating in the air. A few
blocks farther was a gas station. The only people visible were white. At
both places Robert tightened his grip on the steering wheel and kept
going. Susan wondered uneasily if he were thinking of the rifle that he
used to keep underneath the passenger seat for driving in the south.
She'd always understood dangers that lurked at night in the city. Now she
reflected, big as this country was, wherever one went in it, it seemed to be
taking one's life in one's hands just to go out after dark. It was the everpresent sense of violence, she thought; whether or not anything actually
developed seemed almost beside the point. About then they found a telephone booth. Robert called for better directions, and after a few misstarts, they finally arrived at his uncle's.
Susan found herself in the living room of a large suburban house
wondering where the farm was. She was introduced to Robert's relatives, hugged and kissed by his aunt Reesa, uncle Ben, and numerous
cousins, only a few of whom still lived there. "You could have asked
anyone for directions," one of them said. "Everyone for miles knows
Daddy."
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She stepped back and looked around. Maybe, she started to decide,
they'd sold the farm and moved to the suburbs. But right away she saw
that was unlikely. The house was ancient. Its walls were covered almost
completely by photographs, certificates, school papers, crayon drawings;
knick knacks were everywhere. The family that lived here, Susan could
see, moved in long ago. If only Robert would act like a normal person, she
told herself, she'd know what was what.
Robert watched Susan, bemused as usual at how well she fit. Some
weeks before, they had seen a film called "Zelig" about a chameleon-like
man. Susan had been disappointed and hadn't seen the point, but it had
strongly reminded Robert of his wife. Now, watching her, he thought
again of the film . She had already started to look like his relations. Like
them, she was small and delicately featured. She had the same dark, thick
hair, worn braided and knotted into intricate patterns. Even Susan's olive
skin was hardly lighter than the lightest of his cousins. Robert remembered as a child thinking his aunt Reesa looked ghostly. She had been
exceedingly thin. Now he wondered if maybe he had thought ghostly
because she was so pale. Creole, he'd heard her called then.
Uncle Ben showed them to the room where they were to sleep and told
them goodnight. "We'll drive to the farm in the morning," he said, so
softly Susan wasn't even sure she'd heard him right.
They slept in the first bedroom, facing the street, on a bed that had been
Robert's great-grandmother's, carted here by Uncle Ben when he'd
moved. Uncle Ben had pointed out to them a hole in the front window of
the room, a bullet hole put there the previous winter by his middle
daughter Denise. "Freeze," Uncle Ben said she had warned the would-be
intruder. When he hadn't, she'd fired, a bit wildly, and missed. "Well," he
said happily, "I gave her the gun loaded and cocked. It was the last time
anybody tried to get in." Susan had wondered, but not asked, what would
have happened if one of the children, Denise's own baby for instance, had
gotten hold of the gun first. Robert already thought she asked too many
questions. A person could learn a lot, he regularly told her, just by
waiting.
Wakeful, Susan waited through the night. She recalled news stories of
bombs thrown through front windows into rooms such as this. She
understood fully for the first time the damage they could did. There was
nothing at all, she saw now, between the person sleeping and the street.
Outside, dogs barked and other dogs barked back. She moved nearer to
Robert, who was already sound asleep.
The next morning, early, they drove to the farm. It had never crossed
Susan's mind that a person could be a farmer and still live in the suburbs.
"If it were my farm," Aunt Reesa had said, echoing Susan's own view, ''I'd
sooner have my house right on it and not have to cart myself back and
forth."
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The farm was much smaller than Susan had expected who only knew
pictures in books of Kansas wheat and Iowa corn fields, farms which
swept the countryside and stretched as far as any eye could see. A
Georgia farm, she saw now, could be taken in in one eyeful. Dressed in
dungarees, a flannel shirt, and boots, Susan walked out to where a half a
dozen cows or so were penned. Others were grazing loose in the field.
"They're none of them milking cows," Uncle Ben explained to her.
Susan reached out and touched the nearest one gently on the head.
Unplanned, her fingers searched out the sledgehammer shaped place
between and under its eyes, above its mouth, the spot she knew about
from Robert. Long ago he had mentioned to her shooting a pig when he
was a child on the farm, and she, thinking he was joking, had asked, did
you shoot a cow too? A cow, he had explained then, was killed with a
sledgehammer blow. Susan thought it over for weeks. Why, she finally
asked, didn't you kill the pigs with a sledgehammer too? That was when
Robert had explained to her that there is no place on a pig's head like
there is on a cow's, a place which Susan could see now seemed ready
made for a sledgehammer blow. "Where do you keep the pigs?" she
asked Uncle Ben.
The previous week she had watched a television special on the education channel. It was about wild boars. Susan had heard the narrator say
that of all the interesting things to know about wild pigs, more interesting even than their foot-long tusks or versatile snouts, was that the
male pig's sex organ was 18 inches long, with a corkscrew at its end that
could be twirled around and around during mating. Susan, having
explained about the program to Robert, had asked him if domestic pigs
and wild pigs had everything the same. Robert, astonished by the question, had told her he had no idea.
"Last year," Uncle Ben told Susan, "I kept one pig, but it's gone now."
Susan wondered, but didn't ask, if he shot it.
She followed him into the chicken house and picked some eggs.
Collected, she would correct herself later on telling about it. Afterward,
she had an overwhelming urge to wash her hands. Her father, a
pharmacist, had kept after Susan all the time when she was growing up to
wash her hands and brush her teeth before and after everything she did.
He had died two years ago, and ever since Susan had frantically been
doing both.
"A chicken will sometimes eat its own egg," Uncle Ben told Susan on
the way home, "if it isn't collected up soon enough." Susan was surprised
to hear it. "Well," Uncle Ben said, "not every chicken will do that. But the
ones that do it, will do it regularly;" He also told her about a hired man on
the farm when he was growing up who had gone to axe a chicken. The
axe, he said, had slipped and hit a pole, bounced back and cut off that
man's nose. "My mother," he said, "your husband's grandmother, picked
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up the nose from the dirt and sewed it right back on that hired man's face
with the black thread she kept in a box for sewing up the animals."
When Susan got back to New York she borrowed a library book on
poultry, trying to discern the truth about hens and eggs, but it didn't tell
her what she wanted to know. "Ferrets will sometimes steal chicken
eggs," a fellow painter who had grown up on a farm suggested helpfully
when Susan asked .
Back at Uncle Ben's house, the first thing Susan did was wash her hands
and brush her teeth. Then she examined the rooms more carefully than
she'd had time to do the night before . Aunt Reesa was glad to show her
everything. The house was large, with high ceilings, and in each bedroom
a kerosene stove was set in the middle of the floor, naturally unused in
April. Looking closer, Susan saw that some of the school work on the
walls was from several decades ago, though some was recent, apparently
done by grandchildren. There was an antique doll collection in the living
room, surrounding the fireplace, and quilts seemed to cover everything.
"The quilts are beautiful," Susan told Aunt Reesa who informed her she
had made them all.
"One year I made 34 altogether," she said with some pride. Getting up
she went into another room and came back holding a quilt with lots of red
and green and gold. She unfolded it for Susan. "Here," she said, "you can
have this one. The stitches," she explained without apologizing, "are a
little large . I stitched this one the winter I had cataracts." Susan, pleased to
have the quilt, was also interested in hearing more about the cataracts.
"Do you still have them?" she asked. But Aunt Reesa did not. She had
gone to the doctor when they got too bad, she explained to Susan, and he
had set her in his chair, put an egg cup on her eye and sucked them out.
She didn't even require any bandage, though the doctor had advised her
to wear dark glasses and avoid close work for several days after. Now, she
said, she could see just fine .
The same day that Susan borrowed the library book about poultry, she
also consulted a reference book on cataracts. "Couching," she read, "was
practiced by the ancients. It consisted of dislocating the lens downward
and backward into the vitreous chamber. The first mention of couching
appears in records of Celsus, a Roman physician of the first century A.D.
It persisted until the early 18th century." Reading it, she wondered what
the chances were of its persisting still in Georgia. Reading further, she
learned that in addition to two modern forms of surgery, there was a
procedure known as phacoemulsification, relatively new, using an
ultrasonic needle to suck out the cataract, and allowing the patient to
return to all activities immediately afterward . The book warned, however, that it was a technique requiring utmost proficiency and therefore
rarely done. Rarely done where, Susan wondered. For all she knew, it was
an everyday event in Georgia.
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Before heading back to the airport, they drove far out in the country
where Tineen, Uncle Ben's oldest daughter, lived with her husband and
nine children. They lived in a brick mansion he had built on acres of
woodland that wasn't a farm. When he wasn't building, he taught math at
the local high school. The house was very modern, filled with an abundance of objects and appliances whose possibilities Susan had never
even considered. Concealed buttons in almost every room, when
pressed, caused shelves to raise and lower, closets to open and shut, tape
decks to emerge and put themselves away. Each child had its own
bedroom with an adjoining bath. Several of their rooms contained computers. As in her mother's house, Tineen's walls were hung with
photographs of relatives. She told Susan the name of each one. Naturally,
some were of her children. Susan, who had often been dismayed by her
own children's rudeness, was amazed how well mannered Tineen's
children were, except for the second from the baby, two year old
Josephina, who, upon being left alone briefly in the room with Susan,
took the occasion to attack the table leg with her teeth. Susan, who had
once wanted a large family herself, had changed her mind after finding
two a sufficient handful. Although she would willingly die for them, she
hadn't been the least bit displeased when they left her for college. She
regarded Josephina warily. A wild child, she thought, relieved when
Tineen reappeared and offered to show her around the upstairs.
Riding to the airport, and then flying to New York, Susan quietly tried
to absorb the weekend just past. The lives she had seen seemed so much
more authentic than her own. Beside them, hers seemed suddenly
shallow, unneedfully solitary. She had expected country living to contain
advantages, to have depths the city lacked. Why then, she wondered,
surprised and unprepared, was she looking forward with such pleasure
to returning home, to her own sparse and sanitized apartment where
children's school papers invariably had been filed in boxes almost as soon
as they were handed back or, worse, thrown out, and photographs lay
hidden inside albums or tucked away on closet shelves, and her aged cat
would doubtless keel over dead one day of something as sedentary as a
heart attack?
"What are you thinking?" Robert asked.
"Maybe," Susan replied, "when we get home, I'll take some of the
photographs out of the closet and have them reframed to hang on the
walls." Weeks went by, however, and the closest she got was to take them
down and examine them, then wrap them up again and put them back.
She did this on a night when Robert worked late.
When he came home, Susan asked: "How did you kill the mule?"
"I beg your pardon?" Robert answered, puzzled.
"On the farm," said Susan. "How did you kill the mule on the farm?"
"We never did," said Robert, sounding genuinely horrified. "The mule
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pulled the plow. Why would we have killed him?"
"When he got too old." Susan persisted. "When he couldn't pull the
plow anymore."
"When he got too old to pull the plow," said Robert, "we turned him out
to graze. Besides," he added, "what would a person do with a dead mule
anyway?"
Now, Susan had read more than a few stories in her life. As a child, in
fact, she had read every fairy tale that she could- get her hands on. She
knew how many stories there were about mules-muleskins to be exact.
There seemed no end to the number of tales in which a farmer, or field
hand, or slave, walked through town calling: muleskin for sale, muleskin
for sale, what will you give for this muleskin for sale. Often, she reflected
to herself, the muleskin had been the point of the story. But she didn't
mention all of this to Robert, at least not that night.
A few evenings later Susan attended an art exhibit. When she got
home, Robert was already there, watching television, contemplating her
cat.
"Tell me," he asked, "has that cat of yours ever so much as set foot out of
doors?"
Susan stared at her husband thoughtfully. He knew it never had.
"Where would it go?" she asked.
"Maybe," he said reasonably, "she might just like a breath of fresh
air."
"Maybe she would," Susan agreed. That was when she told him about
the muleskins in the stories. "Where do you think they got so many
muleskins from in the first place?" she asked.
Robert smiled the smile that Susan loved so well in which his mouth
turned down instead of up. He pulled her onto his lap, smoothed back her
hair the same way he used to smooth their daughter Sara's. "Sometimes," he told her gently, "a mule will die of old age. Did you ever think of
that?" Then he pulled her close and kissed her.
Susan had no time for the next few minutes to think of mules or farms
or living in the city with a cat. When she did have time again to think, she
thought instead of Robert whom she had loved so many years, of their
two children almost grown, and of her favorite lines from a recent film:
Mia Farrow was describing her lover, a movie star who had stepped
down from the screen to be by her side. "He's fictional," she explained.
"Well," she added, "you can't have everything." Susan had liked the film,
but Robert hadn't seen the point and had been disappointed by it.
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Marya Framengo
Elegy in a Garden
In Memoriam
Bruce Edward Gellsinger (193S-1985)
On sunlit occasions
arranged conversations
mixed chrysanthemums
peonies in crystal bowls

we spoke
in late summer
marguerites
of speech.

The wind from the south blew soft.
Your ears acute for the sound
the gentle accents of ancient languages
refuted the bitter breath of the north
rejected the finalities of west.
And we leant
the tips of fingers
to touch beneath
Manzanita tree
historical stems

gentle
stretched
the favoured
distant roots
anecdotal.

The leaves gleam wax heavy
on the green bough of summer
words shared to the last syllable
eddy about us in serrated circles
of talk.
What to say
these syllables
in the last gasp
Petals continue
your friends
of the air
frequent magpies
hover regretful
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now
lost
of winter?
to fall
the small birds
the stately quail
cheerful junco
on the patio.

In the distance the light
on the stone bridge falters

fails.

The wind moves
as the mourning doves
leave the eucalyptus
in the cypress tree.
shiver the birch

prophetic
to assemble
The acacias
bends.

On the stroke past noon
you left for the absolutes
of silence.
Cherished among friends
Memory is Being
green as growth
Temps perdu is time spent
not lost
forgotten.

farewell
tenacious
in the bamboo

But rooted marmorial as rock
live as oak fertile as the olive trees
in the far field where the last
lucidity of day illuminates
the private garden of our
questing talk.

Bruce E. Gellsinger, who died of a heart attack February 9, 1985, at the age of 46,
had been a professor of history at San Jose State University since the fall of 1966.
His book, Icelandic Enterprise: Commerce and Economy of the Middle
Ages, was published in 1967.
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David Citino
The Sunbeam; or, The Fire in the Wood
Early in folk symbolism occurs the idea of
the fire implicit in the wood.
-Dictionary of Word Origins

What madness implicit in the moon's two sides,
the mind's. Out of the bog, in the mouth
of the corpse where a tongue once writhed
are pollen grains that once were wildflowers
whose colors burn into our own skulls the idea
of living forever, the song on our own tongues.
Stars are torches danced around the sky by God,
the way a child writes a name in the July night
with a lighted sparkler, light from that name
going upward, outward toward eternity.
In the flesh and bony limbs of the young
love burns. Starlings leap from oak to invent again
the way to fly. In this sodden woodlot
maples and ash whisper the name Ohio.
Walk through these trees and be enlightened,
every idea since the beginning of the world
yours for the taking. All the thoughts
that make us mortal concealed burning
in the height and heft and breadth of things.
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Learning the Words
Four generations later, elephants
descended from the few survivors of a herd
slaughtered by a South African hunter
still stampede from scents of any man, live
strange nocturnal lives. Bees buzz
their wraggle-dance in dialect. Fifty meters
of the Rhine to the European bee mean
to the Egyptian ten meters of the Nile.
Young sparrow hens flutter wings and lift
their pretty tails when they hear
the very song their fathers trilled.
Japanese macaques coo to one another
what love they were conceived to. Monkeys
chutter and rraup every fear they tasted
growled out of mother's throat by heart.
The precious matter fashioned by our parents
all the way back through every tree
to the garden we bear on our own shoulders
encased in skull-cave. All our eloquence.
Broca's area and Wernicke's hold their souls,
haunted drafty mansions. The sea, the blood,
milk and semen that coursed through them
color all we see. Through consonants we
bit off, vowels we sing, they have their say.
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Winter Basswood, Lilac, the Purpose of Tears
That winter basswood
twisting windily, those lilacs
writhing against the horizon
or a lover coming barefoot, barelegged
to proffer swirling burgundy in crystal
shining with the room's every candle fire :
the eyes adjust twenty times per second
to try to get it right.
What's tiny the mind decides
must be yonder, while all that looms
mind defines at once as nigh.
With vision like ours
we could be gods, but for failings
all too human: curve of the eye
too lenient or acute
so that all we ache to know
like the back of our hand
twinkles and blurs, or snow's patina
of shining, shadowy loveliness
covering this field, this world,
every step of those who've gone before.
I recall the fourth-grade day
I first put on glasses, textures
of each weedy lawn, fine hair
on bare arms of a sister or the detail
like ancient script
written on each leaf and stone.
Here was a world not my own
without lenses ground by some science
I'll never comprehend,
wisdom turning me again and again
toward the light, a day so lovely
I learned there's reason enough
to believe in any miracle,
ignorance and doubt but temporary nights,
the purpose of tears.
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The Dilation of Time
after Einstein
I'm somewhere
in Georgia
on U.S. 75
driving my children
to visit
my mother and father
in South Florida,
perhaps for the last time.
Years ago
we passed through Macon.
It's been decades
since Chattanooga.
Ohio's a fading chunk
of anthracite,
or plasma flung out
from the Big Bang.
Is a life
ever enough time?
At sixty miles per hour
in this car
every seven million years
the dashboard clock
will lose another second.
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Praying by Numbers
How we try to hide the truth
in numerals. At Centula St. Riquier
precisely 300 monks and 100 clerks
eternally in 3 shifts
through measured shadows cast
by chanted sun and firelight
prayed for Charlemagne's health
before 30 altars, and still
the Emperor's 2 kidneys,
eyes and lungs were seized,
his 1 regal heart struck dumb.
Now we boast of atomic clocks
that lose but 1 second
every 150,000 years. Still
each 400 seasons this earth
spins slower by 1/ 1000 of a second.
Around 65, I answer those who ask
my father's age, though I know
full well he's 68.
He's in good hands, I say.
In his retirement community
are a dozen oncologists, though
there can't be more than 2 or 3.
His 5 children are counting his days
like joyful, sorrowful mysteries
of the rosary. It's
this loving dread that makes us try
time and time again to hold
our meager breaths in precise weights
of great sums, or all-too-human
consolations of the inexact.
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At Sixteen, Waiting for Sleep
Darkness slowly eats his body
until there's no mass,
velocity only. He sees, bright
as lights inside fluttering eyelids
or rutting stags prancing
from walls of deepest caves
all citizens moving in pairs,
not one soul left over,
every son and daughter living
just to love.
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Mark Henke
Wicca
Tonight nightingales reel, drunk
on their own
polyphonies.
The other
night things
scurry, rustle in
dried underbrush,
excited, rasping
switches on skin, dried bark awakening
where it touches, willing to nick
where the day won't allow.
Rut under the beeches.
Coupling with the moon.
We all know how,
we can't resist as
the night hisses and bubbles under skin.
It is a heat
It is a cool heat
and makes me crazy.
Tomorrow I wrap the sun in gum and
place it under my tongue . Blisters wink
across my thighs.
The daytime heat pulls
boils up where they have hidden,
mounting
in the tender folds
behind my knees. I have
found what means nothing
when the night is gone. I tend
new animals
in my herds. I find
thickets under the beeches.
There is no moss or water.

Wicca is the ancient name for a religion displaced by Christianity in Northern
Europe. Those practicing its rites were called witches.
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Tel Migiddo
The sun's eye glowers,
a red egg released by earth
on its last day.
The waters are all
woven shut with kelp. Fish beach
themselves from steaming brine.
The Sistine chapel splits
and the finger joining
God and Adam grows, expands,
points up to center
its nail on the highest transept
of the sky. The dome cracks
perfectly, spreads
down in six lines,
sectioning seven slices, each
sliding under the horizon
in progression, orderly and exact,
revealing a naked thing
behind the perfect blue screen.
Each seal unwraps to a trumpet,
revealing an immense word
hidden by the lies of prophets.
Mozart plays the last shuddering
perfection of his Jupiter Symphony
as the seals open,
the world disappearing to a
joyful brass choir,
the vortex of the universe
swallowing itself.

Tel Megiddo means Hill of Megiddo. In the Bible, it is called Armageddon.
Overlooking a plain at the confluence of the silk route from the East and the trade
route paralleling the Mediterranean, the hill is a natural place for conflict.
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Leonard Nathan

Cottage Industry
Wind driving the cypress hard
across the window she sits by
weaving in lamplight,
weaving lamplight in.
Three dolphins arc out
of the blue stitchings of water,
and, further away, a flutter of white
becomes the sail of a small ship.
The man in the bow of the ship
gazes west, shading his eyes,
squinted against sunfall-still
another ocean to cross.
Weave me in, he prays,
I'm tired of the salt out here,
the solitude out here,
all motion to no end.
The shuttles clack and clack.
The wind is full of ravelled water,
full of mouths, one of them his
calling from a third shipwreck.
She thinks he prefers distance,
the big design of it
which includes freedom,
which includes the leap of dolphins.
Then one pathetic day,
he stands before her,
shy, angry and stained,
but full of plausible excuses.
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The cypress by the window
is black embroidered thickly
on the fading blue
and hot stillness of distance.
Later, in bed, unsatisfied,
she conceives a new pattern,
a girl riding a dolphin's back,
her younger sister, her true self.
Now he's crying out of sleep.
He hasn't yet arrived . His hands
still stink of kelp and fish heads.
For Godsake, weave him in.
The gods themselves have trouble
sleeping in this weather,
feel something unforseen
and unforseeable about to happen.
Thenthunderandthen
a gasp of wind and the grief
of the cypress repeats itself
and the dissolution of rain .
I give you desire, here,
and give you also the need
to weave it in,
all to be woven in.
An finally I give you, almost at dawn,
a little dreamless rest
so you can use such gifts
to some purpose.
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Enemy Country
I'm the one you said would never arrive.
Richard you knew would make it with love to spare,
or Roger, all blond purpose, bright
at the gate, or Steven who moved, you said, to Mozart.
I'm the one who was not called for, the one
who wanted to please you, but as you expressed it, lacked
even the gift to harm. Be a nice boy,
you said, your eyes already turned to the next.
But I'm the one who knocked at the ill hour
after sleep had failed, Richard had sent
regrets, Roger had vanished along the way
through enemy country. It had to be Steven, right?
Wrong-I stood on the dripping porch, uncalled for,
yet chosen, the one who had to arrive refusal
after refusal. I heard what you didn't scream,
smelled the coffee and it was for me. Me.
Oh, you adjust quickly. All that was promised
was given, without affection, true, but given.
A color photo of Roger keeps me from dreaming,
but you know I do best with disappointment.
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The Other Version
In the other version, Odysseus in rags
stands in the courtyard of his palace, eyes
conning the dark windows cut narrow
into the wall, the clay stained and cracked.
It's hot though still morning, and a scrawny hen
flutters between his feet, reminding him
of the stink of such places, half barnyard,
half toolshed, all racket and bustle.
Everything is smaller, badly finished,
or in need of fixing . He'd expected that,
but not his own shabby indifference
as though he were the beggar that he seemed.
A squat lad ambles around the cornera farm boy or his son or both? The age
is right. And a woman's puffy face, her hair
uncombed, passes a second storey window.
This is a place, if any, that calls for magic
to make it good and, as for himself, he feels
unvisited by any power beyond
his own, the habit simply of going on.
Here the story breaks off and someone, not
the first author, has the hero turn,
pass out through the gate and down to the harbor,
sizing up the ships docked at the wharves.
Some old scholar notes the obvious:
there's no place else to go. And so we're forced
to leave Odysseus in the courtyard, forever
studying the present situation.
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Paul Petrie

The Saint
A sickly boy, with thin, transparent hands
and a high-pitched voice,
he preaches the love of Christ.
We sit on the benches, waiting for telegrams,
telling dirty jokes
while on and on he rants
how Jesus loves us, if we only knew how dearly
we'd fall on our knees and rock
back and forth in joy.
Good deeds are his specialty. He runs on errands,
fetches our lunches, delivers
all the telegrams on the East Sideand we put up with him-his wheedling smile, his brownstained teeth, the foul
stench of his breathbut feel a covert contempt, watching him coughing
into his handkerchief in the corner.
Saint, cure yourself.
God has a blacksmith's body, Christ rose from the dead,
angels have broad,
white wings.
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The Servant
Plants in every window of the housegreen mouths on tiptoe crying
in their leafy tongues.
Each morning, the ritualthe long-nosed watering can
tipped over small clay pots,
the round, clear ropes of water
dangling down
to feed dark roots.
Watered too much,
the leaves turn brown
and fallWatered too little, the leaves turn brown
and fallLight favors the bedroom windows to the south.
I move them back and forth
between the rooms,
before the long stems droop,
the querulous voices hush and fade
to whispers.
The punishment for negligence
is death-limp bodies thrust
in the trash can, or tucked under matted weeds
in the vacant lotwhere they may go on crying
years.
They devour
my days.
Sometimes I long to sweep the windows clear
of that green clutter-that labyrinth
of growthand be free.
But nurturing is my life.
I am the servant of plants.
Light shining through green foliage makes me glad.
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The Father
He was holding ongrasping with strengthless hands
the frame of the bed.
In her dress of yellow roses, her mother's arms
resting upon her shoulders,
she sat there, stiffly propped,
fingers curled in fists,
nails biting in.
Too clearly-he saw it allthe sad complicities of deathdesertion, anger, guiltand all those absent years about to beand would have asked forgiveness for all that pain
but could not speak the words.
They were dragging him-hundreds of tiny hands,
plucking him from the white plot of his body
as a gardener plucks a weed.
He was holding onclutching with ghostly fingers
the frame of the bedbut drifting off somehow,
backing away from all their love and need.
Unforgiveable, he thought,
this life,
as with a sudden snap his strength
gaveand up he rose, torn roots still dangling down
towards those wounds in earth
time would
and would not heal.
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The Old Vaudeville Comedian Speaks
I am a soft-shoe dancer, dancing in the mouth of God.
"Keep off my cavities," he shouts,
"you're tickling!"
Stars have a sense of humor.
Mountains
keep slipping off my tongue
like puns,
into deep valleys,
and stones are jokes too stale
to speak.
Even thunder claps its hands
and applauds,
and oil slicks in the gutter
smile.
But what of those mouthless ones
who lie like drifts of snow
on buried roofs?
Laughter prevents nothing.
Grown old,
I live in a dark woods surrounded by trees,
where the streetlights come on early,
bunched houses glow.
All night my shoes
crouch empty by my bed with yawning mouths,
crying like hurt mice,
and from the eaves troughs icicles
drip
into shining pools.
Look down through my window, Venus,
you rising star,
and winkand Saturn spin your brightly colored rings.
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Carol Coffee Reposa

Serenade
(For My Grandparents)
I never heard them talk of anything
Except the scarcity of decent help,
Low prices for their cotton, times to pick
Wild plums, perhaps the latest outrage in
The city. Never did they talk about
Transcendence, squabble over Emerson
Or even Shakespeare. I was young, and so
I never listened for their quiet songs,
The whispers drifting through the transom with
The lamplight and the scent of talc, until
I stumbled once into their dreams, groped at
Their bedroom door with some now lost request.
I saw them lying face to face, their spent
Shapes tangled in the sheets. She was smiling,
Almost shy, her hair fanned out around
Her face, one speckled hand closed tight in his,
The scar from her new surgery still bright
Along her neck. His eyes were closed, his head
Thrown back, the grizzled curls still damp, his life
Beyond the reach of grinding steel, of sun
And rumbling cotton trucks, the only sound
The humming of the ceiling fan above
Their heads. I closed the door but still I heard
The lazy ballad of slow wooden blades
Revolving in the summer night. I hear
It still, resounding faintly through the blurred
And wavy glass, rising, falling, through the years.
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Cotton and Brass
I used to think
That marriage was an alloy
Like the brass
My grandfather once cast,
A molten metal
Cooling slowing in the sand,
Lines hardening through time
In forms that are predictable.
But now I know
That marriage is
A field of cotton blowing in the sun.
It is improbable
As white bolls bursting
Snow in August,
Unexpected
Like trees shimmering in heat,
Dark branches in a liturgy of dance
Beneath cathedral skies.
The seeds are buried deep
But in the end drawn out,
Small promises
That time will scatter everywhere
Hurl through the trees
Launch on the wind
Press finally to pulp
And aromatic memory
Before the harvest comes.
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San Jose
The old Franciscans planned for everything
Except light falling
Through the arches
And the drooping of the oaks
Into the space
Once roofed
By tile and piety.
They couldn't have foreseen
The sun's long chisels
Cutting Gothic symmetries in dust
Carving Roman cities in the sky.
The angles would have blinded them.
They couldn't have withstood
This meeting of old shadows and new lights.
Even today
The fathers try to close it out,
With cool interiors
And white adobe
Buttresses and shutters
Arbors dreaming grapevine
Wooden gates.
But lintels sag beneath the weight.
Stone flags crumble
And the sculpture of St. John
Leaves limestone powder shining in my hand.
The Gothic arches flame
Toward zeniths lost in sky.
No one escapes this light.
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ARTICLES
The Entropy
of Com.putopia

F

Brian W. Holmes and Fenwicke W. Holmes

OREWORD: This dialogue was developed as a result of a call for

papers from Coleman College of San Diego, which announced a
symposium on "Computers and Utopia" to be held on April28, 1984. The
call stated: "Papers for this year's symposium should concern themselves with some aspect of the roles computers are currently playing or
might begin to play in the creation of the perfect society (utopia) or its
opposite (dystopia) ."
Upon acceptance of this abstract, the authors agreed that the best form
for presentation of a paper with two authors at a symposium would be in
the form of a Socratic dialogue. This concept was followed, down to and
including the use of scrolls for the reading of the paper. Togas were
seriously considered but not worn.
It became obvious, as drafts of the paper were exchanged between the
authors, that each had a different view of the meaning of the word
"entropy." It was, however, too late for a new title, so it became necessary
to incorporate this difference of understanding of the term into the paper.
The physicist's view of the term, as developed in the dialogue, prevails,
but only after the coauthor, on being backed into a philosophical corner,
had to concede. Before the start of the dialogue, as presented at Coleman
College, credit should be given to the insightful Entropy, A World View by
Jeremy Rifkin (Bantam New Age Book, Viking Press, New York, 1984).
Rifkin's concept of entropy helped the coauthors reach agreement on
what the term means.
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Will the Future Be Entropic or Phil-anthropic?
Introduction: It seems good, true, just, honorable, and ideal to discuss
this topic in the form of a Socratic dialogue since the first
utopia, Plato's Republic, was revealed through the dialectic
process.
Protagonists: Socrates-mellowed somewhat by 2500 years of history.
Cybernos-his faithful pupil, straight man, and gofer.

S.

C.

S.
C.

S.
C.

S.

C.

S.
C.
S.
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Cybernos, we have been summoned from our hot tub and
frigidarium to this lyceum to discuss whether that marvelous
device, the computer, will lead man to utopia or to dystopia. Since
you have just completed a course in computer science and I am
merely a philosophical gad-fly, I will let you instruct me in the
matter. I will simply ask the questions, and, from your answers, I can
discover the truth. Do you understand how this dialogue is to
proceed?
Of course.
A simple yes or no will do, Cybernos. Now, to get on with the
matter, do you know what a utopia is?
Yes, it ...
It is an everyday Greek word meaning "nowhere," is that what you
meant to say?
Yes.
Now you are beginning to understand the Socratic method. The
Sophist Protagoras would argue in the form of a syllogism:
If the opposite of utopia is dystopia,
And, if utopia is nowhere,
Then dystopia must be somewhere.
The last time we saw Protagoras he was suffering from gas in his
undistributed middle. That is the consequence of syllogistic
reasoning. It does not lead to truth, only to dyspepsia. Do you
agree?
Indubitably.
So, let us approach the matter as simple seekers of the truth. If you
spell "nowhere" backward, what do you have?
"Erewhon."
Which never existed either, except in the mind of Samuel Butler.
Now, if nowhere is nowhere, whether spelled backward or forward,
we seem to have an involuted paradox worthy of Godel, Escher, or
Bach. Of course, you have read Douglas Hofstadter, haven't you?
Eh? Eh?

C.
S.

C.
S.
C.
S.
C.
S.
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S.

C.
S.
C.
S.
C.
S.
C.
S.

C.
S.

Oh, yeah!
Let's show a little respect for our elders. Now, in The Republic, just by
asking a few questions, Plato and I found out that the ideal state is
one where everything and everybody has a place and is in that
place: a harmony based on justice and the innate goodness of man.
You know what proved to be wrong about Th e Republic?
No.
Man is not innately good. Does that shock you?
No .
Right.
Right?
Right, Cybernos, there are no republics, no utopias, no Erewhons,
no Edens. Do you know why?
Why?
Remember, Cybernos, I ask the questions. The reason that there are
no utopias is that man has as great a capacity for evil as he has for
good. And, with sin, man is either cast out or Eden disappears. So
long as man is not wholly just or wholly unjust, so long as he is
neither wholly good nor wholly bad, there can be no Holy Paradise
or Unholy Hell. Do you agree?
Yes.
Then, let us address the problem of this thing called the computer.
Since it is a thing, can it be good or bad?
No.
Can it be just or unjust?
No.
Can it be friendly or unfriendly?
I find that users are unfriendly but the computer is very friendly.
Spoken like a true programmer, but you have already agreed that
the computer is a machine, a thing . How can a thing have human
characteristics? Are you not thinking just as fuzzily as the folks who
called this symposium together? Remember the call for papers
asking about "the role computers are currently playing or might
begin to play in the creation of .. . utopia or ... dystopia?" (Here
Cybernos attempts to answer the question but Socrates plows right
along.) Aren't you also guilty of imputing human characteristics to a
machine? And-just a minute, don't interrupt-in thinking this
way are you not wrong?
Right. {Irritated)
You are right about being wrong. You have been indulging in the
pathetic fallacy. You have been humanizing the inanimate. Remem-
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ber, we are philosophers, not poets. Brooks don't babble, they just
make a noise when they run over stones. Peaches don't blush, they
just turn pink. Clouds don't cry, they precipitate condensed moisture. If you want a second opinion, try Aristophanes. He thinks
Zeus pisses through a sieve.
Seriously, though, we cannot understand the computer if we give
it human characteristics. We must not think of it as a superman with
super-human capabilities. But, would you like to ask, "Cannot computers do some things better than people can do them?"
Assuredly.
Can't computers add and subtract faster than a dozen Euclids, can't
they write more quickly than a hundred slaves, can't they do more
tasks simultaneously than Argus with his thousand eyes?
Naturally.
Of course they can, but not naturally. Computers do not do these
things naturally. Computers lack will. The Colossus did not will to
stand astride the harbor entrance at Rhodes. It was the will of the
sculptor that he do so. It was not the will of the wooden horse that
destroyed Troy. Rather, it was the will of the Greeks that toppled the
topless towers of Illium. And it is not the will of the computer, but
the will of the programmer that causes the computer to compute,
toot, or salute. Am I not right?
No. Er, yes.
I know why you find that question rather difficult. You think that
computers will not always be machines. You are thinking about
heuristics. Ah, heuristics, we Greeks have a word for everything! As
I say, you are thinking about artificial intelligence, about expert
systems. You are thinking that machines are not only becoming
more like people, they are also becoming more accomplished than
people can be. They are becoming like the gods. Perhaps they are
even becoming greater than the gods. And you fear that mankind
will pay for such hubris in some tragic Sophoclean final curtain. Am
I right?
(Resignedly) As always.
Perhaps it would ease your mind to know that computers are driven
by programs and that programs are made by men. No matter how
sophisticated the machine or how intricately complex the program, both the machine and the program are human artifacts.
Machine intelligence is artificial, and the logic of their programs is
deterministic. A program that will write iambic hexameters cannot
conceive of a limerick. A program that can retrieve and select from
the stored inferences of a thousand physicians cannot create a new
insight. Do you know of a computer that is capable of the "wild
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surmise" that is intuition?
No.
So, because computers do what people tell them to do, what we
must fear is not the computer itself, but what people can do with it.
The machine can be used to magnify the good or evil that human
beings inflict on one another. As a tool for tyranny in the hands of a
Herod or a Hitler, it can be an appalling instrument of man's
inhumanity.. . . Do you believe that power is corrupting?
Yes.
And, if a man or group of men, be they philosophers or tyrants, are
given infinite power, will that power not be infinitely corrupting?
Assuredly.
Then it must follow that we should develop safeguards against surrender of infinite power to any group, whatever its intention: programmers, patriots, politicians, priests. Neither Pericles nor the
Pope should have uncontrolled access to power which approaches
the infinite. Do you agree?
Infinitely.
It is human beings that need to be watched, not machines. The computer is ethically neutral; the computer user is not. The computer,
whether used ethically or unethically, can provide tremendous
leverage to the user to achieve either great good or great evil. Am I
right?
You are.
Is there not a present danger that we allow a mystique to build
around the computer, so that by default, some self-appointed
priesthood can assume control, a priesthood that will decide how
the computer will be used for the alleged good of humanity?
I am afraid so.
Do you not also fear that when we talk of computers playing roles in
creation of utopia or dystopia we are contributing to the computer
mystique on which such a priesthood can flourish? Are we not
taking a subtle first step toward relinquishing control over the
computer?
Yes, that too.
Then, are we not, in this symposium, making that subtle first step?
Are we thinking humanistically about an Information Age or are we
thinking mechanistically about a Computer Age?
Mechanistically.
And, the more we personalize the machine, the more we
depersonalize humanity.
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I agree. (Aside) Boy, this is really getting boring!
Now, let's get back to the subject of this dialogue-the Entropy of
Computopia. Ah! Entropy, how I love those great Greek words! You
have agreed that by personalizing the machine we depersonalize
humanity. Therefore, is there not a danger that the outcome of this
process can be entropic rather than phil-anthropic?
I suppose here you want me to say "entropic." But just a cottonpicking minute! You are treading on my turf. As a physicist, I know
that "entropic" is not an antonym of "philanthropic." You are using
the word wrong! Did you use the word for its wonderful alliteration or did you pick it for its meaning?
When I use a word it means precisely what I want it to mean, no
more and no less. It just depends on who is master, that's all! Don't
you agree?
Humpty-Dumpty almost got away with that statement when he
talked to Alice, but Socrates won't! What did you intend the word
"entropy" to mean in the title of this dialogue?
I'm not used to answering questions, but I don't mind answering
that one. What I mean by "entropy" is a disordered outcome of a
process allowed to run to its natural end without human intervention. Can you accept that definition?
No!
No?
No. Because "entropy" is not an outcome nor does it describe a
state. "Entropy" relates to the Second Law of Thermodynamics. It is
a process through which, in any closed system, some amount of
energy involved in each energy transformation becomes unavailable to the system. Closed systems, through the entropic process,
move from a well-structured state to a disordered state and, in the
process, entropy increases. Now, can you relate that description of
"entropy" to the point you were trying to make?
Well, I never took physics although they seem to do Protagoras a
world of good. However, if we return to the true dialectic process,
perhaps we can still discover the truth of the matter. Now, would
you say that utopias and dystopias are well-structured closed
systems?
For the sake of argument, yes.
In fact, don't they have a great deal in common? One may represent
an ideal system for humanity and the other an incredibly bad
system. But what they both have in common is that neither system
can function long unless it is carefully controlled. Utopias and
dystopias do not run themselves. Both require some form of
tyranny, whether benevolent or despotic, to keep the system
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working in accordance with the plan of the grand designer. Do you
agree?
How can I argue with such exalted logic?
Remember, Cybernos, your major was in physics, not satire.
However, to follow our line of thought, isn't the pursuit of utopias as
well as dystopias fraught with danger? If these closed systems can
only be maintained by being managed by some human agency, who
can rely on the good intentions of the agency, whether it be priest,
proletarian, or poet? Who in their right mind would entrust their
lives and their private rights to the custodians of the state? Don't
you see that what started out to be a utopia can be transformed into
a dystopia merely by making the slightest shift in the way the control mechanism is used?
I see what you mean. But how do you relate your argument to
entropy?
Only in this way. Entropy, as you define it, may be a real life-saver.
Utopias and dystopias are closed systems. Thus, as forces act and
react within those systems, energy is transformed. And, as energy is
transformed, some part of it becomes unavailable to the system.
And, if I am to believe you, this will result in a disordered state.
Doesn't this tell us that utopias are difficult to maintain since the
seeds of dissolution are present in the entropic process?
In making a literary parallel between a human phenomenon and a
law of physics, you have achieved something remarkable. You have
fallen into your own trap and are guilty of the pathetic fallacy.
Wouldn't it just be easier to take the word "entropy" entirely out of
the title of this dialogue?
No, the announcement has been printed and the proceedings
written. We are stuck with it. Besides we have both learned a great
deal. We have concluded that entropy will ultimately destroy any
utopia or dystopia. However, I fear that this is a historic process and
that many lives and many liberties can be consumed and destroyed
before a utopia or a dystopia will wither away. I also fear that the
modern technology you so much admire can be used abusively by
those who seek to use it against their fellows. Have you noticed that
all of the arguments used to justify the use of technology always
sound plausible?
No, I hadn't remarked on that.
Beware of people that want to do things for our own good. People
who want to establish computer data banks about you and me make
it sound so plausible. All they want to do is control illegal aliens or
barbarians or welfare cheats or tax evaders or grain dealers and the
rest of the underground economy. But what they propose to do may
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cause greater evils. Are we not in danger of losing our historic liberties for the most plausible of reasons?
Yes, it seems we are.
Then you must agree that it is vital for the future of a humanistic
society that we identify evil and good with people and not with
machines. The ethical leaders of society must understand that if
they abdicate the choice of future alternatives to the technically
competent but ethically naive, they court dystopia. It is essential,
therefore, that the ethically competent jettison their technical
naivete. Unless they become technically secure as well as ethically
competent, they are opening the door to amoral masters of Artificial
Intelligence, who, with fifth generation technology, will be able to
make a million inferences per second, with no concern as to
whether the inferences are good or evil. Can you sum up?
Yes. The pathetic fallacy is a utopiate which can lull us into
quiescence toward the real risk of having an Artificial Intelligentsia.

The Culture
Of High Technology:
Is It ''F em.ale Friendly?''

T

Jan W. Kelly

HE concept of organizational culture has become a virtual bandwagon, increasingly popular in both academic and business circles,
as academics and practitioners alike seek to better understand the complexities of organizational life.
In Search of Excellence is the "corporate bible" of the eighties, while
Corporate Cultures by Deal and Kennedy and Ouchi's Theory Z share center
stage in popularizing the culture construct. 1 Fortune magazine claims that
"U.S. business is in the throes of a cultural revolution. Even some of the
hardest-nosed managers have started worrying about the appropriateness of their corporate cultures." 2
In the academic arena, Administrative Science Quarterly devoted an
entire issue to the subject, and papers about organizational culture are
featured at communication associations' conventions. 3 Pacanowsky and
O'Donnell-Trujillo position the approach of organizational culture to
research as an alternative to the traditional scientific approach to
studying organizations. They argue that the culture approach is uniquely
communication-based and legitimates all organizational behavior as
appropriate for study, not just managerial, task-related characteristics.4
In this culture approach, an organization is viewed as a system whose
members share particular values, attitudes, and ways of knowing.
Bormann defines cultures as "the sum total of ways of living, organizing
and communing built up in a group of human beings and transmitted to
newcomers by means of verbal and nonverbal communication." 5
Organization cultures consist of shared norms, rituals, corporate myths
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and stories, values, and attitudes.
Theorizing about organizations as cultures has, in the main, adopted
an intraorganizational perspective in which each organization is seen as
idiosyncratic, complete with individualized ways of knowing and
behaving. Non-academic writing has unanimously assumed this posture
and has treated strong cultures as typically unambiguous in that their
members share the same attitudes, values, philosophies.
Some academic writers, however, challenge this synchronous view by
claiming that multiple cultures can exist even in a single organization.
Dotlich found that male and female managers belong to different
rhetorical communities within the same organization and consequently
experience the organization differently. 6 Gregory found a multi-cultural
perspective useful in understanding technical professionals in the computer industry. She claims that "many organizations can more correctly
be viewed in terms of multiple, cross-cutting cultural contexts changing
through time, rather than as stable, bounded homogeneous cultures." 7 In
a recent article, Van Maanen and Barley take an interorganizational
stance by arguing that occupational communities are cultures. They
define occupational communities as groups of people who do the same
kind of work, identify positively with that work, share norms, values, and
attitudes that apply to that work, and have social relationships that are
closely tied to· work. H These communities are formed across organizational boundaries; to conceptualize them as cultures expands the
organization-specific view of culture.
The research reported in this paper takes the culture construct one step
further by examining a particular industry-high technology-from a
cultural stance. In addition to examining the industry in general, this
study focuses specifically on one group of people in the high tech
industry-women in management. Research questions that have guided
this effort are: Is a high tech culture identifiable interorganizationally? If
so, what are the values, norms, attitudes of that culture? Is that culture
more favorable to women's managerial advancement than other more
traditional kinds of industries?
High Technology
The rise of the high technology industry is nothing short of a revolution. The computer has become the focal machine of the information age,
altering all aspects of life from education to leisure to medicine. 9 The
center of the computing and high tech industry is an area of northern
California located between San Francisco and San Jose. Silicon Valley is a
30-mile long area of land that is home to Intel, Apple, Hewlett-Packard,
Zilog, Xi cor, and thousands of other companies that are in the business of
high tech. The 1984 issue of Rich's Business Guide to Silicon Valley indexes
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more than 2,200 companies that populate the valley and give it the
highest concentration of high tech companies in the world. 10 The purpose of this essay is to further illuminate the world of high tech by
examining its cultural trappings.
A high tech industry is characterized by: a workforce of highly skilled
employees (many scientists and engineers); a fast growth rate; high
research and development expenditures; and a worldwide product
market. 11 Books like Kidder's Soul of a New Machine and Hanson's The New
Alchemists provide glimpses into the world of high techY Deal and
Kennedy describe high tech companies as work hard/ play hard cultures.13 Peters and Waterman describe the action orientation of Digital
and HP as based on a "ready, fire, aim philosophy." 14
Women in Organizations

Women and men do not share equally in organizational power,
influence, or rewards. Today's organizations are run by men as they have
been from the beginnings of bureaucracy. Discrimination against women
and other "different" persons may be unconscious and subtle.
Discrimination may consist "simply of treating women differently than
men." 15 In her landmark case study, Kanter defines organizations as traditional patriarchies whose very structures have excluded women and
other minorities from management levels. Her concept "homosocial
reproduction" identifies the process by which those in power reproduce
themselves in kind in an effort to reduce uncertainty at upper levels in the
organization. 16 Kanter claims that the structural characteristics of power,
opportunity, and numbers are responsible for women's unequal status in
organizations.
How does the high tech industry compare to more traditional
industries such as banking and manufacturing with regard to women's
position in the hierarchy?
A 1983 study sponsored by Women in Electronics suggests that the
number of professional and technical women in high tech is increasing.
The survey was designed to provide data about the role of women in
electronics, a subject that has been virtually ignored by investigators.
After collecting information about a number of career items from 245
women in Silicon Valley, the researchers concluded that women are
making contributions in all job categories and employment areasY
The findings reported in this paper add to what is known about women
in electronics. This research adopts the basic assumption of the interpretive paradigm-that organizational reality is created through members'
interactions. How organization members account for their actions-how
they make sense of the organization -is the research focus. Is
The primary data source was interviews with women managers at
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twelve high tech companies in Silicon Valley. Informants were selected
on the basis of accessibility with an effort to include a cross section of
employment areas, company size, age and product/service (see Table 1).
Interviews were relatively unstructured and conversational, ranging half
an hour to an hour in length. The interviews were audio-recorded and
later transcribed. In addition to these primary interviews, I also interviewed observers of Silicon Valley (consultants, writers, professors),
executive recruiters or headhunters, and various others who work in
high tech. Data collection took place over a three-month period.

Career Paths
Mary has worked for Company A for four years. Her educational background is physical chemistry. She is one of four women project managers
out of a force of 300. She used to enjoy being the lone woman at a
meeting-it was testimony to her accomplishment. Now she finds it
uncomfortable.
Prior to joining Company B four years ago, Nora recruited blood
donors for the Red Cross for 10 years. She is now the telemarketing
manager for the personal computer group. "You have to know how to
play the game here .... knowing what everybody's role is and being sensitive to that."
Sandra joined the high tech industry for money and potential. She has
a degree in English ("not the most saleable degree in the world") and has
worked previously in writing, editing, and research. She joined
Company C as a technical writer and is now manager of the multi-media
training group.
Marge has worked for Company D for 16 years, working her way up
through the ranks to become manager of government security. This company was one of the older companies I visited. Its strong ties to government tend to make it more traditional. There are few women in management here.
Ann transferred to Silicon Valley from a branch office in Colorado. She
is the only female manager in finance and has been with the company for
seven years. "You de-emphasize your femininity, your difference
between the males. You have to be seen as part of the rest of the group."
Ann recently received an M.B.A.
Alice started working in high tech four years ago upon receiving a B.S.
in accounting. She was promoted to management after two years on the
job. She has been with Company E for two years and is the manager of all
accounting functions.
Eileen is one of the co-founders of Company G . She has been involved
with the electronics industry since the mid-60's as a consultant,
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Table I
High Tech Companies

Company
A

B

c

Major
Service/Product
Research and
Development:
Electric Power
Hardware:
Computers and
Computer Systems
Software: Government Contractor

Mary, Project
Manager

30,000*

46

175*

25

Nora,
Marketing
Manager
Sandra,
Training
Manager
Marge,
Security
Manager
Alice,
Accounting
Manager
Ann, Finance
Manager
Eileen,
Product Test
Manager
Jane, Product
Manager
Jo, Employment Manager
Pat, Technical
Training
Manager
Teresa,
Personnel
Manager
Carol, Account
Manager,
Market
Development

Hardware: Custom
Memory Systems

135

5

Hardware: Mini and
Micro Computers
Systems-Custom
Designed

600*

27

17

<1

Telecommunication
Systems
Semiconductor
Devices
Microprocessor and
Memory Systems

5,000

15

1,500*

18

E

F

J

10

750

25

Hardware: Radar
Warning Systems

H

Age of
Company
in Years Informant

2,000

D

G

Number of
Employees
in Silicon
Valley

K

Video Teleconferencing Systems

L

Hardware:
Computers

20,000

16

95

7

2,000

8

*Company has offices in other parts of the United States and/ or abroad.
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instructor, programmer. She has a Master's degree in engineering from
Stanford.
"When I went to school, there was one woman in each grade. When I
got to graduate school, there were enough for a women engineers'
hockey team." Jane has a Master's degree in systems engineering and has
worked for a number of different high tech companies in the U.S. and
Canada. She has worked for Company H for 18 months.
Jo left a marketing job at one high tech firm to join the Human
Resources Development group at Company I. She sees another job move
to a different organization in her future . "It's interesting to be in that segment of industrialized America that's on the edge . I'd rather be here than
at a steel plant or an automotive plant."
Pat started to work for Company J as a clerical when she graduated
from high school 10 years ago. She now manages the technical training
function. "I still don't see a very strong career path for me. In five years, I
don't want to be in a stereotypical female role."
A headhunter contacted Teresa while she was a secretary in employee
relations at a large high tech firm . She was hired at Company K as an assistant to the personnel manager, then was promoted to manager when her
boss left. She has been in her present job for three years.
Before joining Company L five years ago, Carol worked in education
research at Stanford. Her formal education is speech therapy. "It's great
working in industry because things get done ."
Characteristics of the High Tech Culture

The most persistent and unambiguous characteristic to emerge from
the data is the orientation toward action. A salient value in high tech is
best represented by the imperative "do it." This "bias for action" derives
from the nature of the business. Innovation is the keyword in an industry
where technical improvements and the ability to get those improvements to market are tantamount to survival.
New products and processes are constantly being developed. A major
part of the business is to bring innovation to the marketplace before a
competitor does. In such a fast-changing and competitive market, the
"window of opportunity" for either winning or losing seems altogether a
matter of timing. In this business, whether or not one is the "early bird"
can make or break a company. There is little time for strategic long-range
planning because decision-makers feel compelled to act quickly and incisively.
The phrase I remember most when I first came here was "It's
easier to ask forgiveness than permission," meaning "Do
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something," and if it doesn't work out, then say you're sorry
and start over again. (Nora, Marketing)
With this emphasis on action, those people who are able to "make it
happen," the risk-takers who pioneer new ideas and come up with
innovations, are the heroes of the industry. Since the major competitive
issue is technology, the innovators (heroes) are typically engineers and
scientists.
Technical background is certainly highly valued and
rewarded. People who come into this environment with technical credentials are taken a lot more seriously. (Sandra,
Training)
Competition for qualified technical persons is high in the Valley,
accounting for the high rates of turnover among engineers, sometimes as
high as 30 per cent. 19 Competition, high turnover rates, a volatile market,
and pressures to act, all combine to make the industry exciting.
It's exhilarating and frustrating. It's very fast-paced; things
move quickly. Decisions have to be made quickly. It can be
boom today and bust tomorrow and boom next week. There's
momentum and vitality and that's what I like about it. (Jo,
Employment)
Other adjectives used to describe the high tech business are dynamic,
stimulating, focused, progressive, and seductive. The industry is high
energy and seduces people into making commitments of time and effort
that would fascinate and perhaps puzzle most motivation theorists.
Working long hours is a norm of the high tech culture. Along with this
action orientation, commitment to working 50, 60, and 70 hours a week
was a recurrent theme in the interviews. Informants discussed this time
commitment rather matter-of-factly; it is part of the territory.
The first six weeks I was a manager I worked from 7:00a.m. to
2:00 a.m. every day for six weeks including Saturdays and
Sundays. And I finally asked for my tenth wedding anniversary off, not the day, the evening, a Thursday evening. And
they laughed at me .... But that's quite typical when you're on
development. (Jane, Product Engineering)
The norm of this extraordinary time investment is maintained through
peer pressure and the sheer amount of work to be done.
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There's tremendous peer pressure to work more than 40
hours. Peer pressure and pressure that you put upon yourself. In this environment you take on projects that you can't
possibly get done and you say to yourself, "Why did I do
that?" . . . and you end up driving yourself bonkers in the
process. (Manager, Co. J)
There is such satisfaction in getting things done. Nothing has
ever been done before. That's part of the generation, that's
part of [the founders'] influence, it's part of the product. You
can't say, "This is the way we've always done it." There's no
precedent, there's no history for this. (Carol, Market Development)
Organizational structure supports the norm of long hours. Many high
tech companies utilize matrix designs; others are highly decentralized.
Meetings are the order of the day. One informant said that she spends her
entire work day in meetings; her personal work tasks must consequently
be done after regular hours.
Being on the cutting edge of technology provides a frontier spirit that is
freewheeling and fiercely independent. The industry is non-union; top
management is said to be anti-union. One informant said that her company's villains are "the communists and excessive government control."
Another claims that "it's [the industry] as close to free enterprise as we'll
ever get."
A distinguishing characteristic of the high tech industry, one that possibly helps to explain the time commitment and the ability to deal with
the pressures, is its youth. The "movers and shakers" of high tech are
typically in their 30's. With only one exception, all of the people I interviewed were under age 45. The industry's heroes, the entrepreneurs who
have taken garage operations and turned them into billion dollar companies, are often just now approaching their fourth decade. The image of
youth and vitality pervades high tech. It is a young industry populated
with young people. According to a sales and marketing headhunter, the
prime salespeople in the industry are in their late 20's and early 30's.
I see a lot of has-beens. They chase that golden fleece ... and
before you know it, they're 40 years old and I really don't want
to talk to them. Not when there's a nice, young, rosy-cheeked
young boy or girl coming out of Stanford. This is a real young
society and you have to look at the business: they like young
people. They want good-looking, handsome, young men and
women. They don't want a guy who's run-down-at-the-heels
and a has-been. (Headhunter, Sales and Marketing)
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Money is valued in the high tech culture. Salaries are high; tastes are
expensive. A good salesperson in the business makes between $50,000
and $100,000 a year. Founders become millionaires overnight when their
company goes public. The fairytale stories of these entrepreneurs are part
of the folklore of high tech and reinforce the value placed on financial
success.
Opportunities for Women in High Tech

The world of high tech appears to be more "female friendly" than other
traditional industries. The opportunities for women to advance are based
on how well they do, the supply and demand ratio of talent, and the
entrepreneurial nature and newness of the business.
According to Rogers and Larsen, meritocracy is the basis of high tech
organizations. Work performance is the criterion for success. "It's not
who you know, or who your parents were, or where you went to school,
or what clubs you belong to." 20 It's what you know and do that counts.
Meritocracies provide an atmosphere where recognition and advancement are available to any employee willing to work hard and able to work
well. Meritocracies do not discriminate by sex or social class; they challenge homosocial reproduction by rewarding outcomes, not social
similarity.
The real compulsion is to grow. You can't if you discount 50
per cent of the human resources. That sounds kind of
pollyanna-ish, but I think it's true. The profit motive is so
strong and the motive to compete is so strong that they really
almost override all of those other old biases. (Jo, Employment)
All informants spoke positively about opportunities for women in high
tech in comparison to other businesses.
The old prejudices that were once very common are no longer
there in this business, probably less so than in any other business. In banking, who knows whether you're doing a good or
bad job. A bank could hire 200 idiots tomorrow and you
would never notice a dent in their profit and loss or productivity. This business is smaller . . . your efforts or achievements, or hard work ... can see tangible results and there is
tangible recognition for it. So when women come in and do a
good job, there's no denying the fact. You can't deny that they
did a great job, you can't sweep it under the carpet. (Headhunter, Data Processing)
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In the words of one manager: "Opportunity knows no gender."
A second basis for the increased opportunity for women has been the
demand for labor. The industry has been growing at such a rapid pace
that there just were not enough talented workers to go around. Company
F, for example, grew at a 30 per cent rate a year. At that pace, the organization doubled every three years. This need for qualified employees forced
the industry to tap an alternative labor resource-women. These opportunities would perhaps not be available if the industry had not grown so
quickly.
The environment is interesting because it is so dynamic and
demanding. They're so hungry for good people that they will
take on women. But at the same time, you have a very severe
male mental set-it's engineering-it's male. (Manager,
Company J)
The entrepreneurial nature of the high tech industry eliminates some
of the barriers that prevent women from advancing in more traditionally
structured organizations.
Women do best in an entrepreneurial setting where they are
given room to show what they can do. This is not possible in a
bureaucratic setting. (Mary, Project Engineering)
I think it [high tech] allows women to advance if they are competent enough. I don't think there are any kinds of barriers
that women can't cross. I think in more traditional kinds of
businesses it was more a man's society and I think in high tech
that's changed. (Alice, Accounting)
The management style that typifies high tech companies is peopleoriented. The workforce is for the most part well-educated and selfmotivated. Traditional authoritarian management is not appropriate for
this group of workers nor for an entrepreneurial setting that encourages
participative decision-making and problem-solving.
The fast-paced and highly uncertain environment requires "shootfrom-the-hip" management and "firefighting ."
I think firefighting is rewarded more than problem-solving or
more than planning. The people who fix it get rewarded more
than the people who prevent it from happening. (Nora,
Marketing)
A major criterion for dealing with this kind of environment is flexibilitybeing able to adapt to situational variables. In Peters' view, we are experi98

encing a revolution in the way we think about managing. The manager as
traffic cop and nay-sayer is part of the past. The new manager is an
"enthusiast, nurturer, facilitator, and cheerleader." 21 All of the managers I
interviewed described their styles in terms of participation, open communication, and supportiveness.
I don't believe in beating anybody over the head for making
mistakes. But I do believe in lots of praise and letting people
know when they're doing a good job. I'd rather have a more
positive than critical approach. (Eileen, Product Test
Engineering)
It's different for each of my subordinates. I attempt to be
participative . . . and accommodate what they need. (Jo,
Employment)
It's very much a participative style. I want my people to make
their own decisions. (Pat, Technical Training)
Along with the entrepreneurial nature, the newness of the industry
encourages more equal participation by women. Organizational structures tend to be flatter, eliminating some of the problems inherent in
advancement in a multi-leveled hierarchical structure. Smaller companies are particularly conducive to women's advancement because of
their opportunities for high visibility. In addition, because the industry is
new, the "old boys' network" is not so firmly entrenched.
It's not unionized and there isn't really a formal old boy
network, which is good. . . . I have never felt any overt
prejudice against me for being female and I've never felt discounted in a business setting for that. I've never felt that I was
being taken less seriously because of my gender. (Jo,
Employment)
The reason that women are in that profession [computer
science] is that it started in the last ten years. If it had started
400 years ago, women wouldn't be in it any more than they are
in cattle farming. These are new industries. Kansas City Power
and Light will probably never have a woman engineer. (Jane,
Product Engineering)
Finally, one male manager attributed women's opportunity in high
tech to the differences between the new electronics age and the dying
mechanical age. From a Tofflerian perspective, the new age requires a dif-
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ferent kind of thinking-more systemic and less linear and mechanistic.
A well-rounded representation of people is necessary to achieve a new,
holistic viewpoint. The electronics age also eliminates physical differences that existed in the mechanical age when strength was an important job requirement.
When you get to the entirely intellectualized, non-physical
aspect of the electronic age, all those differences disappear.
Now you get a much more equal contribution and therefore
people will be recognized much more for what they can contribute to the industry. (Manager, Company C)

Caveats
The high tech industry offers opportunities for women, but it does
have drawbacks. Those drawbacks include: the importance of a technical
degree; the male bias in top management; burn-out; and, most importantly, the central place that high tech has in the defense industry. Each of
these caveats is addressed below.
The most direct route to success in high tech is via technical expertise,
which is a major roadblock for women because so few have degrees in
math, science, and engineering. For example, women comprise only 4.5
per cent of all engineers in the U.S. A number of the non-technically
trained managers expressed concern about their backgrounds.
The uphill fight in the industry has to do with credentials and
credentials have to do with an electrical engineering degree.
(Jo, Employment)
My position is probably undercut more by the lack of technical background than by the fact that I'm a woman. (Sandra,
Training)
Due mainly to the lack of a technical background, the majority of
women in management are in staff functions: personnel, training, public
relations. Not having technical credentials excludes them from the mainstream of the industry and consequently from the most direct paths to the
top.
The second drawback follows, understandably, from the first. Top
management in high tech is almost exclusively male. This monopoly
affects women's opportunities even if they have the necessary technical
training.
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Top management doesn't have a lot of experience with
women managers and probably is uncomfortable with someone different. (Jo, Employment)
You can easily rise up to a certain level, but then you start
meeting some major barriers to being accepted at the top
levels. (Manager, Company J)
There are three levels of engineering project managers at Company A .
Mary quickly advanced to the second level, but sees another level promotion in the far, far distant future, if it comes at all. She feels that her chances
of managing a group of project managers (predominantly male) are quite
slim. The standard grade level for men in engineering at Company Jis 10
or 11. Pat could not think of any women in the entire organization who
have attained that level.
A third drawback is the high personal cost of "making it" in high tech.
The work norms, the pressure, and the excitement can be costly. The
divorce rate in Silicon Valley is much higher than the national average,
and workaholism is rampantY
High tech is a burn-out situation . .. because it's so exciting.
But pretty soon the body, no matter what age, says "enough
already." There's a burn-out period at about three years that
takes its toll. (Carol, Market Development)
The final caveat is the most crucial. The high technology industry is at
the center of arms development and production. Major defense contractors such as Lockheed Missiles and Space and FMC are not the only
Silicon Valley firms involved in the arms race. Companies like IBM, Intel,
and Hewlett Packard, although not directly involved with "building the
bomb," do create the technology to guide it.
The values of science in general are under attack by feminists and other
humanists. Feminist perspectives on science and technology charge that
human life is subordinated to the advancement of the "machine," and that
science is not neutral, but biased toward an ethic of control and domination. 23 This ethic is readily exposed in the development of high technology weapons such as the MX missile, the ICBM, and most recently, the
"Star Wars" defense system.
High tech companies are under attack for another human rights
issue-chemical hazards in the workplace. The maufacturing process
uses noxious chemicals to produce the silicon chip. Women comprise
roughly 75 per cent of the production and assembly line workers who
must work with these chemicals. They receive low wages for this
monotonous and potentially lethallabor. 24 In these ways, the high tech
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industry compromises its friendship with women.
Conclusion

The high technology industry has its own culture with corresponding
values and attitudes. It is fast-paced, action-oriented, seductive, lucrative, extracts extreme time commitments, and values innovation and
youth. As suggested by this exploratory study, the industry offers a place
for women to succeed. The informants for this project were motivated,
ambitious, articulate and came from diverse educational and professional backgrounds. These managers are part of the growing number
of women who are finding success in this new industry.
But what are the costs associated with this success? Should women
work for an organization whose product or process can destroy all
human life? Or can women change the course of technology by bringing a
different ethic into the power structure of the industry? Some feminist
writers think not. "For when women work in and for institutions the ends
of which are defined by others, their peculiar moral abilities have little
hope of truly changing those institutions or their practices." 25
But what are the alternatives? High technology is the industry of the future-the industry of "the third wave." To have a say in the future, women
need to become directly involved in its technology. Women's style of
morality with its desire to preserve connectedness with others "has
become a political necessity for the preservation of the world.'' 26 Women
need to articulate a life-affirming relationship between technology and
human life, a relationship different from what is now heard. The culture
of high technology appears to nurture the speaking out of women's
voices in its work force . The vision of a more equal future for women not
only invites but demands such participation.
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An Ideology for the
Inforlllation Society

Jack Kurzweil
Introduction

Controversy surrounds the emergence as a discipline of Artificial
Intelligence (AI), the theory and technique of constructing computer
programs that accomplish what in human beings would be considered
purposeful or intelligent reasoning.
On the one hand, noted researchers characterize AI as the central technology of the next economic revolution. (Feigenbaum and McCorduck,
1983) They assert that AI programs are capable not only of matching but
also of exceeding human intelligence. But such claims have been sharply
challenged by equally notable philosophers and scientists who regard AI
advocates as beyond the bounds of credibility. (Dreyfus, 1984; Weizenbaum, 1976) A central feature in the debate about whether the Reagan
Administration's Strategic Defense Initiative can work is whether it is
possible to write an AI program to serve as the "intellectual" core of the
system.
Central to the debate about the potential of AI is its place in the
development of cognitive science, an interdisciplinary effort involving
philosophy, psychology, linguistics, anthropology, and neuroscience, as
well as AI. (Gardner, 1985) AI's ability to arouse controversy is related to
its tendency to crowd out or absorb those other disciplines. The AI
paradigm that yields the computational theory of the mind derives great
strength from the fact that it can be implemented on the digital computer. Furthermore, AI's tendency to occupy the field is enchanced by its
connection to the long intellectual tradition of individualism. This tradition is aided in its move for hegemony because of the digital computer's
concrete implementation of it.
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But this very implementability of the tradition points to the fundamental problem with the AI computational theory of the mind. The
theory is reductionist to the extent that it portrays the human mind as an
individual rather than a social entity. The theory banishes social,
physiological, and organic processes from the examination of the nature
of cognition. Dialectical complexity in individual development and social
relations is not considered. Instead, an atomistic model of human beings
is developed, which leaves society as the aggregate of these atomistic
entities communicating symbolically among themselves. Such an
undialectical model permits no change; the only possiblity is for trends,
which may be analyzed statistically.
In this essay, I will explore some of the sources of this reductionist
thinking in AI, attempt to place the source of this thinking within a social
framework, and point in the direction of a critique of the AI effort. The
ideas of Herbert Simon and Daniel Bell frame this effort because both of
them place information processing at the center of their respective constructs, which are set forth in "Artificial Man" (Simon, 1981) and
"Information Society." (Bell, 1981) Simon, a Nobel Laureate in
Economics at Carnegie Mellon University, his co-worker Alan Newell,
John McCarthy of Stanford, and Marvin Minsky of MIT are the seminal
figures in the development of AI. But Simon is unique among these
founding fathers in that his view of AI is explicitly embedded in a framework of social thought about the nature of human beings and human
society. In particular, Simon developed the underlying theory of AI that
equates the abilities of human beings and computers to process symbolic
information. Bell of Harvard University is dean of American sociology
and a leading figure in the development of the theory of post-industrial
society. (Bell, 1970) It is fair to say that post-industrial society, as envisioned by Bell, no longer embodies the dialectic of historical change. For
while Bell certainly does not envision a motionless society (on the contrary, his view is that of unending change), change to him excludes the
possibility of development. In his essay on the information society, Bell
marries post-industrial society to computers and their symbolic information processing. In this way he creates a structure of society which has a
paradigm congruent with Simon's symbol-processing artificial man.
I will argue that the sociology of the information society is the statistical
ensemble of the symbolic activities of artificial man.
The Intelligence of Artificial Man

Simon approaches AI from operations research and management
science, a point of view that is revealing of his vision both of AI and of the
character of human labor. His ideas were first formulated in 1947 in
Administrative Behavior, at least five years before the beginning of his work
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on AI with Alan Newell and others at the Rand Corporation. These ideas,
evolved and deepened by their relation to and implementation with computers, have been restated in their original fundamental sense in the 1981
edition of Simon's Sciences of the Artificial, which gives as a key to his ideas:
" . . . a heroic abstraction and idealization-the idealization of human
rationality which is enshrined in modern economic theories, particularly
those called neo-classical ..."To explain this notion of rationality, Simon
constructs an example of an "economic man or business firm" operating
with rational adaptive behavior, having goals (such as maximizing utility
or profit), having an inner environment, and attempting to deal with an
outer environment that consists of a market and the factory that produces what he is to sell. Simon writes:
Notice that I am drawing the line between inner and outer
environment not at the boundary of the firm but at the skin of
the directing entrepreneur. In this conception the factory is
part of the external technology; the brain ... is the internal.
(Simon, 1981)
The idea is that both the market and the factory are changing all the
time so that in order to continue to achieve his goal, the entrepreneur
must be able to operate with adaptive rational behavior, which Simon
terms "procedural rationality." He is careful to distinguish between
procedural rationality and operations research. The latter comprises a
collection of numerical techniques that are useful in dealing with a variety
of problems but which become unwieldy and inappropriate as management problems grow in complexity and uncertainty. Procedural
rationality then involves the use of heuristic judgment rather than formal
analysis as a methodology for approaching problems. The implementation of "procedural rationality" on a digital computer uses the symbol
manipulation rather than the numerical capabilities of the machine. The
use of a digital computer to manipulate symbols is the technological basis
of AI.
A simple but illustrative example is the approach toward solving a
cryptarithmetic puzzle. (Simon, 1981) Straightforward numerical solutions require an exhaustive search, the extent of which increases
geometrically with the complexity of the problem. An approach of
" . . . searching the maze selectively and reducing it to manageable
proportions ..." requires a program that is able to form a reasonable
hypothesis, examine its consequences, and proceed or backtrack
depending on intermediate conclusions. The problem is solved by
traveling up and back a decision tree. Logical and inferential processes
such as these require, for their implementation, symbolic data
manipulation.
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The assertion is made that "procedural rationality" is the way that a
person would solve or could be taught to solve the problem and, further,
that this symbolic procedure can be emulated by a computer program.
Simon's agrument here contains a subtle process in which it becomes
increasingly difficult to determine at any given point whether he is
claiming that "procedural rationality" is the best approach that can be
taught to or evoked in human beings or is the way that people actually
think. But in the well known essay, "What Computers Mean for Man and
Society" (Simon, 1977), there is no such subtlety:
First, no limits have been discovered to the potential scope of
computer intelligence that are not also limits on human
intelligence. Second, the same elementary processes
underlying human thinking are essentially the same as the
computer's elementary information processes, although
modern fast computers can execute these processes more
rapidly than can the human brain.
Simon later examines more intricate problems involving more subtle
and extensive representations of symbolic information and the storage of
such information in memory. He suggests (Simon, 1981) that relationships among symbols are themselves symbols to be processed. He considers complex problems requiring considerable factual background for
solution, and advances the idea that facts, judgments, procedures, and
relationships are stored as symbols in a memory having the structure of
linked lists:
We can think of the memory as a large encyclopedia or library,
the information stored by topics (nodes), literally crossreferenced (associationallinks), and with an elaborate index
(recognitional capability) that gives direct access through
multiple entries to the topics. (Simon, 1981)
This idea is the basis for the operation of expert systems and a variety of
problem-solving systems. An extensive effort is made to determine and
record the factual and judgmental material of the expertise to be emulated. The material is then linked with an intricate web of "if-then" rules
(also known as "productions"). The information processing algorithm,
which realizes procedural rationality, travels through this web, searching
for the best path toward a solution. To Simon,". . . memory operates as
a second environment, parallel to the environment sensed through the
eyes and the ears . . ."
Simon is consistent in the way that he constructs his model, which is
that of an adaptive algorithm operating in a collection of complex
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environments including memory and provides the reality of the "heroic
abstraction." The picture of the person is that of a core of "procedural
rationality." External with respect to that are the natural world, the social
world, and the world of information stored in memory. All of these communicate with the core symbolically. Hence Simon's well known
formulation:
A man (or ant), viewed as a behaving system, is quite simple.
The apparent complexity of his behavior over time is largely a
reflection of the complexity of the environment in which he
finds himself. (Simon, 1981)
Although Simon does not make an explicit statement about the difference between a human being and an ant, it is possible to infer what his
reasoning might be. Clearly the size of the human brain is greater than
that of the ant, and the sensory information received by the human brain
from the external world is presumably more sophisticated. It is not clear
that one must assume a more sophisticated information-processing
algorithm for human beings, but such an assumption would not violate
the model. When Simon jumps back from people to the AI world,
although he always keeps one foot in each domain since that is the point
of the exercise, he supposes a structure of the brain, as follows:
. . . as more knowledge is acquired about more subjects, the
memory store grows, essentially without limit. Regardless of
the size reached by the memory, however, it continues to be
constructed on the same basic components, to be organized
and indexed according to the same principles, and to be
operated upon by processes having the same basic form. We
may say that the system becomes more complex because it
grows in size, or we may say that it remains simple since its
fundamental structure does not change. (Simon, 1981)
To put the matter only a bit crudely, to Simon the difference between a
human being and an ant is the difference between a more or less complex AI program. It is crucial to Simon's AI argument that the
physiological differences do not make a difference. The core of the issue
is the information processing algorithm operating on symbolic data from
surrounding environments; everything else is externalized. However,
Simon admits to some problems with the model when he writes, "In spite
of the great pragmatic importance of the distinction between rote and
meaningful learning, the difference between them is not thoroughly
understood in information processing terms ..." (Simon, 1981) He goes
on to describe a variety of infrastructures of memory that might be used
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to overcome that problem but leaves the matter open-ended. But his own
conception of the structure of memory makes progress on that issue
somewhat difficult:
Human beings carry around in their heads knowledge of
many domains and often expertness in several. To the extent
that the domains are distinct, as they often are, their multiplicity contributes nothing to the complexity of operating in
any one of them. (Simon, 1981)
No wonder that Simon never deals with the relationship of
conceptualization to learning. He cannot, for the very structure that he
has proposed puts such notions as conceptualization, association, reconstruction, and the like-all involved in what is commonly understood to
be learning-essentially outside what his AI machine will do.
What Simon describes as a methodology for dealing with the distinction between rote and meaningful learning is a collection of techniques
and "fixes" that avoid going to the issue . The AI theorist, faced with
dealing with a higher order of complexity than is accepted as existing,
resolves the issue either by avoiding it or by dealing, metaphorically, with
a two-dimensional projection of a three-dimensional object.
Making Artificial Man More Sophisticated

A bewildering array of philosophers of mind and cognitive psychologists, as well as AI theorists, continue to deal with the basic problems of
complexity, breadth, and context of information. And there is a great
variety of approaches to the issue, including the approach that minimizes
the problem altogether. The discussion is rich and has revealed a considerable portion of the complexity involved in attempting to analyze and
conceptualize human thought and intelligence.
Marvin Minsky is broadly representative of the AI theorists who are
engaged in this effort. He has constructed the idea of differing frameworks within which symbolic information can be understood. He writes:
When one encounters a new situation (or makes a substantial
change in one's view of the present problem), one selects
from memory a structure called a fram e. . . . Collections of
related frames are linked together into frame -systems . . . the
different frames of a system describe the scene from different
viewpoints ... (Minsky, 1981)
His attempt is to establish relationships among various domains of
knowledge in order to overcome some of the conceptual problems
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described by Simon. Minsky even uses the frame theory to extend
Simon's claims, in an effort to include emotion, the unconscious mind,
and common sense. However, all of Minsky's effort remains within
Simon's fundamental construct.
Minsky continues to use corporate hierarchy as descriptive of the
various levels of control and operation in human thought. (Minsky, 1984)
It is clear from his lectures that the corporate model is not simply a
metaphor, for he has said:
When things get complicated, people always build
bureaucracies .... The same inside the mind: most agents end
up making others do their work .... The work of a society
depends not just on what its separate agents are capable of
doing, but how they work in relation to each other ... in business affairs we use the term "administration" for such
concerns. Societies of mind have administrative concern, too.
In fact that is almost all they do ... [they] don't do much work
but only manage others down the line.
But whether their operating metaphor is the human brain, corporate
structures, or communities of knowledge, AI researchers have found that
the traditional sequential architecture of the computer is inadequate to
model highly parallel and interactive information processing
phenomena. To sum up this conceptual development:
[Alan] Turing was one of the first to develop the notion of an
individual human metaphor for problem-solving .... Newell
and Simon did notable work within this paradigm through
their work in analyzing the protocols of individual human
problem-solving behavior on puzzles. More recently Minsky
and Papert have attempted to develop the idea that the mind
of an individual human is composed of a society of agents. The
above research on individual human problem-solving is complementary to our research on the scientific community
metaphor. It may well be the case that some of the problemsolving mechanisms which we have explored in the context of
scientific communities are also used by the human brain ...
(Kornfeld and Hewitt, 1981)
So efforts to add depth and complexity to Simon's model are still within
Simon's "heroic abstraction." It should be added that as these conceptions develop, it is never quite clear whether any fundamental distinction is being made among a human being, the entrepreneurial abstraction of a human being, and a corporate structure.
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One wonders, within this paradigm, how human beings thought
before there were corporations or whether corporations are the
quintessential realization of the core of the human spirit.
What characterizes all of these approaches to AI is that they treat
human intelligence as the characteristic of individual human entities and
as being computational in nature. A further example of these views is that
of Zenon Pylyshyn (1980) who writes:
The view that cognition can be understood as computation is
ubiquitous in modern cognitive theorizing, even among those
who do not use computer programs to express models of cognitive processes. One of the basic assumptions behind this
approach, sometimes referred to as "information processing,"
is that cognitive processes can be understood in terms of
formal operations carried out on symbol structures . . . . Given
that computation and cognition can be viewed in these
common abstract terms, there is no reason why computation
ought to be treated as merely a metaphor for cognition as
opposed to a hypothesis about the literal nature of cognition . . . . In my view this failure to take computation literally
has licensed a wide range of activity under the rubric of
"information processing theory," some of it representing a
significant departure from what I see as the core ideas of a
computational theory of mind.
As noted by Pylyshyn, cognitive psychology and AI have played major
parts in shaping each other and giving each other scientific legitimacy for
their atomistic and computational conceptions. There is, however, a selfreinforcing quality to this effort. A typical experiment in cognitive
psychology involves presenting a college sophomore, who has been
incarcerated in a stereotypical laboratory setting, with a puzzle that has
been invented to stimulate a particular kind of individual thinking.
Implicit is the notion that the chosen puzzles and the kind of thinking
assumed to be required to solve them are archetypal of all cognitive
issues and all thought processes. Even though the embodiment in the
puzzle of a set of social relations and an implied mode of thinking ought
to be evident, the formal disengagement of the person of the experimenter from the hapless sophomore is supposed to guarantee the value-free,
neutral, and therefore scientific character of the experiment. Not
surprisingly, the cognitive puzzles referred to in the AI literature-the
cryptarithmetic puzzle is a widely cited example-evoke the kind of
thinking called "procedural rationality." Also, and again not surprisingly,
the puzzle is to be solved individually, never in groups. The entire
category of human thought that involves social relations is thus excluded
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from consideration because the theory does not recognize social
relations.
Ulric Neisser, one of the founders of cognitive psychology, has
observed:
. . . there are three aspects of human thinking that computer programs lack: people grow and learn, human thinking
is passionate and emotional, and people operate from complex motives. A computer program, by contrast, does not
grow, has no emotions, and is monomaniacal in its single
mindedness. . . . The one variety of human thinking that
artificial intelligence does resemble is academic intelligence .... Most experimental cognitive psychology has taken
a narrowly academic view of human abilities. The subjects of
most experiments are given very artificial test-like tasks ...
(Neisser, 1983)
To this statement, it should be added that human intelligence is an
evolved set of characteristics, emerging from a complex interaction of
biological and social evolution. What counts as intelligent behavior varies
among societies and among social classes.
But Simon is in distinguished company in offering a narrow and unitary notion of human intelligence. He is exceptional, however, in his
refreshing candor about having constructed an explicitly capitalist view
of intelligence. He always has one foot in the domain of the corporate
structure as he moves from the reality of human intelligence to the
"heroic abstraction" of reducing complex phenomena to simplistic
caricatures in these ways:
• the dissolution of the social world into an atomistic model.
the externalization of physical phenomena and relations with
• nature and other humans from the human brain.
• the conception of the brain as a computational algorithm and the
further externalization of memory from that core.
Implicit in the identification of the human core with "procedural
rationality" and the entrepreneurial spirit or, in its alter ego, the dynamic,
parallel processing, bureaucratic corporate spirit is the externalization
from that spirit, and hence from humanity, of those in society whose work
and mode of existence are primarily in connection with the natural,
material, and sensory world. Can we picture "artificial man" as a farm or
factory worker? As an artisan, intellectual, or artist? In a family setting?
Engaged in the acts of mastication, defecation, or procreation? Can we
envision "artificial woman"?
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Expert Systems: Artificial Man in the Workplace
Simon's "heroic abstraction" is not merely reductionist; it is fundamentally vocational. It is important to emphasize that the neo-classical
model of the entrepreneur is not used as a metaphor. Rather is is used to
describe how managers and other professionals whose work is considered to be the manipulation of symbols actually do their work. It is,
thereby, a framing of the problem of how to replace these people by AI
expert systems. Nor should academics in the arts should not gloat in
seeing ultimate and ironic revenge on the business schools; for such
academics, too, are on the list to be automated. Complementary to
Simon's AI program is his economic program, spelled out in The Shape of
Automation (1965}. There he writes:
There are perhaps as good prospects technically and
economically for automating completely the job of a
physician, a corporation vice-president, or a college teacher,
as for automating the job of a man who operates a piece of
earthmoving equipment.
But not all jobs are on the list to be automated. Nowhere is the suggestion
that presidents of the hospital, university, or corporation need fear for
their jobs. The criterion for automation is that it be profitable to replace
human by machine labor. Since it is more profitable to replace people by
machines in the manufacturing and professional sections of society, a
shift of the workforce to the service sector is predicted.
In The Shape of Automation, Simon observes that because people and
machines have differing capabilities, the replacement of people by computers requires that the character of the work be modified, which carries
over to the replacement of professional level work by expert systems.
Despite the rhetoric about computers being able to capture the emotional and affective qualities of people as well as their intellectual
capacity, Simon recognizes that people have a "flexibility" in dealing with
a complex environment that computers just cannot yet seem to grasp. So
using the old engineering design strategy, "if you can't raise the bridge,
lower the river," the idea is to remove certain kinds of complexity from
the environment in which the AI manager is working.
The apparent removal of complexity is central to the regularization of
all sorts of human interactions with the natural world. Examples of this
start with organized agriculture and include the building of roads to
facilitate wheeled vehicles and the refinement and preparation of
materials before they enter a factory. These examples have nothing intrinsically wrong with them, provided they are not mistaken for phenomena
of nature instead of artifacts. As we have been forced to learn, nature is
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very complex, very powerful, and all around us. Often, in unexpected
ways, it exacts severe penalties when we try to regularize it. Removal of
complexity in the environment of a teacher or physician would carry with
it the special problem that, because that environment is made up of real
people, the appropriate simplification would involve treating people as if
they were AI artifacts. Such simplification is already apparent in a variety
of teaching machines through which students are essentially programmed to reproduce certain kinds of procedures. If this counted as
education before computers were available as teachers, then perhaps
computers are the better teachers. Again, if health is a commodity, a sick
human being is represented by a chart and is a consumer, and the doctors
and nurses are completely interchangeable and are providers, then the
computer may be the appropriate instrument for medical attention. If the
social and holistic juices are already wrung out of these processes, the
increment in the cost-efficient utilization of resources may seem
beneficial.
The use of expert systems carries some additional difficulties in relation to the training of new experts and the process of on-going technological change.
Whether these systems are designed to reason through a problem in a
manner in which an expert is perceived to accomplish the task or whether
they are designed simply to get the job done independently whether or
not an emulation of human thought is involved, it is becoming clear that
heuristics have substantially less weight than expected in "expert knowledge." Although there is variation among areas of expertness, it now
appears that the accumulation of a large body of specialized knowledge is
at the core of being an expert. (Dreyfus, 1984) As the center of gravity
shifts from heuristics to special cases, the process of transfer from expert
to computer becomes correspondingly more insurmountable. Accordingly, the notion of replacing the human expert by the expert system
becomes more problematic.
Even partial replacement of human experts by expert systems has its
difficulties. Such systems would perform the more routine expert tasks,
leaving the human experts to perform the really expert tasks. But nonexperts become experts by going through a process of learning to do the
things that expert systems are designed to accomplish. And herein lies a
problem. The driving motive from the use of expert systems is economic
but the training of new experts runs counter to that drive. While it certainly would be inappropriate to draw mechanical conclusions from this
contradiction, it appears that the use of expert systems has an aspect that
points in the direction of the "deskilling" of experts and the freezing of
technological and scientific advance.
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The Information Society
The relationship between Simon's "Artificial Man" and Daniel Bell's
"Information Society" can be revealed by summarizing Simon's
methodology. His opening salvo consists of broad assertions equating
human and machine intelligence, assertions that are then modified to
exclude physiological aspects of human behavior. It rapidly becomes
apparent that the aspect of human behavior that really concerns Simon is
that of the human capacity to work. But not even all work is of interest to
him, only work that has the character of information processing because
that can presumably be done better by computer. In an odd twist then,
human beings become equated with the information-processing work in
which their performance is inferior to that of computers. Simon then
closes the circle by equating a narrow form of work with all of human
behavior.
Like Simon, Bell begins his argument with an heroic abstraction:
In the coming century, the emergence of a new social framework based on telecommunications may [emphasis added] be
decisive for the way in which economic and social exchanges
are conducted, the way knowledge is created and retrieved,
and the character of the occupations and work in which men
engage. (Bell, 1981)
In his subsequent discussion, Bell's explicit "may" becomes an implicit
"will." His new "information society" is characterized by:
• the change from a goods to a service economy.
• the centrality of the codification of theoretical knowledge for
innovation in technology.
• the creation of a new "intellectual technology as key tool of
systems analysis and decision theory."
But "the new role of theoretical knowledge as director of social change"
is, according to Bell, "the axial principle of the post-industrial society."
Despite his introductory stance about the new and fundamentally
important relationship between science and technology, Bell scarcely
mentions anything about this complex issue in his subsequent analysis of
the information society. To the extent that the relationship is mentioned,
it is only in regard to the extraordinary growth of scientific information
and the increasing number of new products. Bell, who wonders in detail
about the technologies, rules, and uses for information transmission,
wonders not at all about the real possibilities of this revolution in science
and technology. Nowhere does he write of the impact of the scientific
technological revolution in agriculture, bioengineering, oceanography,
manufacturing, mineral exploration and extraction, or ecology. Neither is
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there a word about the intimate relationship of this revolution with the
development of the military-industrial complex and modern weapons of
mass destruction. Bell relegates these matters to the periphery of the
information society and therefore does not consider them. His neglect is
by no means an oversight. The whole point of the "axial principle" is that
certain categories of economic activity are successively pushed to the
periphery as society passes from its pre-industrial to its industrial and
finally to its post-industrial or information phase. Thus extractive activities are deemed the "axial principle" of pre-industrial society; fabrication
that of industrial society; and services, communications, and financial
transactions that of information society.
To be even more explicit about the defining or axial activities of the
information society, Bell lists transportation, utilities, health, education,
research, government, recreation, trade, finance, insurance, and real
estate. The centrality of financial and other symbolic transactions to Bell's
information society is a measure of its closeness to Simon's artificial
man.
Bell's notion of computers as the transforming resource in relation to
the scientific and technological revolution is a gross oversimplification,
although they are a transforming resource in the worlds of financial transaction and advanced weaponry. The core of this revolution lies in a
deeper, more profound, and more analytical understanding of the
character and complexity of the laws of nature, of the relations of human
society, and of the relationship of society to nature. It is the process of
acquiring such understanding that enables human society to begin to
transform itself and its relation to nature according to conscious design.
At best, computers afford the possiblitiy of creating a working abstraction of these processes; but they are not, in themselves, the processes
under active investigation. To regard the computer as the transforming
resource is to negate real natural and social relations by transforming
them into abstractions. This process is akin to the regularization of the
material and social world that Simon describes as being required for the
full flowering of automation. Within this regularized world is intense,
overwhelming, and even frenzied activity, motion, and variation but no
process or change.
Certainly it is acceptable to construct an abstraction of a complex
process, but the abstraction should embody all the major defining features of that process.
Again, it is worth noting that Bell says nothing in his description of the
information society about the military aspects of computer and information technology. The centrality of modern military requirements to the
development and utilization of computers in the United States is well
established as is the transforming quality of computers to the military.
Bell closely examines the details of financial transactions in the informa-
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tion society. Lists of activities that use data transmission facilities are carefully drawn up: payrolls, government benefits, bank balances, credit
clearances, electronic fund transfers, stock market transactions, opinion
surveys, electronic data, and the like.
Knowledge, to Bell, is "an organized set of statements of fact or ideas
presenting a reasoned judgement or an experimental result which is
transmitted to others through some communications medium." Accordingly, knowledge is produced by knowledge workers and is deemed a
private property having value determined by the marketplace. Thus is
knowledge transformed to information serving the transactions of the
information society. By redefining knowledge as a commodity that is produced in relation to the practical implementation of a society that has the
manipulations of abstract symbols as its "axial principle," the knowledge
that relates to the organic, holistic, and historic processes of the natural
and social worlds is pushed to the periphery.
This abstraction of society into a symbol manipulation construct puts
society in exact correspondence to the symbol manipulation and
information processing capability of computers, which provides a context for understanding Bell's characterization of society as a game. Games
are mathematical constructs describing symbolic interactions and are
analyzed statistically. It may be stretching a point to characterize, as Bell
does, pre-industrial society as a game against nature and industrial
society as a game against fabricated nature. But it is on the mark to characterize an information society as games among persons.
In this way Bell's reduction of society to its "axial principle" and
Simon's "heroic abstraction" merge and reinforce each other. The
sociology of the information society is thus the statistical ensemble of
symbolic interactions of artificial man.
Conclusions

Yet what has been said here should not be interpreted as some kind of
"debunking" of AI. The development of increasingly complex industrial
and administrative processes in the modern world and the apprehension of the complexity of the natural and social worlds require automatic,
high-speed information processing, including many of the techniques
generated by AI. AI is an extraordinarily powerful construct that
provides the conceptual basis for the creation of "expert systems," some
of which have the potential to extend the capacity of human judgment
and reasoning in such areas as engineering design, scientific analysis,
medical diagnosis, and administrative decision-making. They are
analagous to the extension of human physical capacity by tools and
machines and of human mental capacity for the performance of routine
mental labor by high-speed data processing. AI is also important to the
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design of complex robots, especially those that can "see" or "hear" and
that are increasingly important factors in the development of automated
production. Further, aspects of AI have proved to be powerful in
modeling complex phenomena in areas as diverse as genetic
engineering, meteorology, mineral exploration, and large organizational
structures.
But AI has emerged as a discipline carrying a considerable burden of
social and scientific ideological baggage. The social baggage is an
atomistic and vocational view of human beings that is so extreme as to
verge on caricature; the scientific baggage universalizes a limited aspect
of human cognition and thereby implicitly denies that either physical,
biological, or social phenomena can have any complexity beyond that
embodied in the stylized AI model. And unfortunately, developments in
contemporary social sciences have paralleled, for society, the AI reconstruction of human beings. Indeed, the removal of the dialectic of history
has been one precondition for their elevation of the social sciences to
"scientific" status. As social analysis turns in this direction, its attraction to
the AI paradigm becomes increasingly powerful. As Joseph Weizenbaum puts it:
. . . this remodeling of the world in the image of the computer started long before there were any electronic computers. Now that we have computers, it becomes somewhat
easier to see this imaginative transformation we have worked
on the world. (Weizenbaum, 1976)
The avoidance and denial of complexity, the elevation of an atomistic
view of human beings, and the universalization of limited psychological
phenomena are the components of reductionism in AI-inspired efforts to
replicate rather than to extend human capability.
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